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Rationale:
The children and youth of the church must be protected to the best of our ability and loved
unconditionally as a part of our overall duty of care to the congregation of Reveal Church. For the
purposes of this policy, because of definitions in state legislation, a child is any person below
eighteen years of age, irrespective of maturity and attitude. Jesus clearly demonstrated his loving
concern for children in Matthew 18 and we must take seriously Paul’s direction to “Keep watch
over yourselves and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers. Be shepherds
of the church of God, which He bought with His own blood” (Acts 20:28).
We, as a church, have a legal and moral obligation to protect and care for our children and youth,
and we intend to be diligent in this regard. Child protection has become a significant issue in
today's society and the Christian Church is not immune to the problem. Every effort is to be taken
to eliminate the potential for child abuse. Every effort is also to be taken to enhance the
discipleship of children provided by their parents who are, of course, primarily responsible before
God for their nurture and admonition (Ephesians 6:4).

Aims:
To provide consistent and objective implementation of day-to-day practices that best provide for
the wellbeing and safety of young people in the church, or associated with its activities, who are
under the age of eighteen. We are committed to developing a culture of child safety and to fully
implementing associated standards and practices of excellence.

Implementation:
DEFINITION
Child or Young Person
A child or young person is defined as anyone under the age of 18 years of age, as indicated in
state legislation. Where the terms ‘children’ and ‘youth’ (or similar) are used together, this is
intended to differentiate between those of Primary School and Secondary School age,
respectively. Any person working with young people within this age range will undergo a
screening process before they are appointed which may require interviews and will necessitate
the completion of forms and appropriate training.
Abuse
Whilst ‘harm’ may broadly constitute any action that is not in the best interests of a child or young
person’s safety and wellbeing, ‘abuse’ more specifically refers to a continuum of more serious
harm in the following categories:
 Physical – bruises, cuts, burns or fractures related to aggressive treatment;
 Sexual – any sexual activity involving a child, inclusive of the use of pornography, exploitation,
penetration, fondling, vouyerism or exhibitionism;
 Emotional and Psychological – non-physical bullying inclusive of rejecting, ignoring,
humiliating, isolating, threatening or verbally-attacking behaviour;
 Neglect – the failure to meet basic food, clothing, supervision, accommodation, hygiene or
medical needs; and
 Racial, cultural, religious – vilification or discrimination that demonstrates contempt,
disrespect or ridicule based on one’s race, culture or religion.
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PREVENTION
Duty of Care to our Children, Youth and Workers compels us to look at all aspects of our ministry
and wherever possible do everything in our power to care and protect our people, not just identify
abuse or neglect.
A leader assuming responsibility for a group accepts a 'duty to take reasonable care'. This duty
may generally be described as the standard that a responsible person would exercise in all
circumstances. A leader/worker cannot completely transfer their duty of care to any outside
service provider. Therefore, screening of all prospective leaders will take place with applications
for leadership supplemented by extra requirements in cases where people are seeking to work
with children or youth. All leaders working with children are expected to abide by all
requirements outlined in this policy as well as other policies and procedures of Reveal Church, as
well as to receive regular training/updates.
A leader has a duty to be reasonably informed as to the safety or danger of any activities
undertaken. This requires any harm, injury or illness to be reported to the relevant leaders and/or
staff, as described in this policy. Mandatory reporting of physical and sexual abuse applies to any
adult in Victoria who forms a reasonable belief that abuse is occurring. All adults therefore have
an implied obligation to the wellbeing of any child to refrain from protecting people who they
have reason to believe is causing harm to that child.
Some activities are potentially more dangerous than others and require that the leaders/workers
have a higher level of skill and experience. Leaders/workers involved in adventure activities must
be competent in that particular activity or use the expertise of someone who is.
Reveal Church holds public liability insurance cover and additional cover for volunteer workers as
well as professional indemnity insurance for staff. The insurance cover includes provision for
personal injury or loss of property. Any activity or program that differs from general programs,
such as extreme sports, will warrant special investigation and provision.
Before children/young people attend camps, each one must have a form completed by their
parent/caregiver giving their consent (Appendix 5) and medical information (in enrolment form,
Appendix 3), and returned to the leader. An annual off-site activity form is to be completed for
youth outings (Appendix 5) in addition to also supplying the required medical information (in
enrolment form, Appendix 3).
Parents and carers are naturally permitted to attend any activities in which their children are
participating so as to monitor their progress or settle their children as required. Pastoral staff and
other pastors are also encouraged to attend activities, noting the requirement to have a ‘Working
with Children Check’ (WWCC) unless appropriately exempted by law.

REQUIREMENTS
Before commencement as a Youth or Children’s Worker, the worker must agree to and sign the
application form and return it along with the accompanying statutory declaration, any ‘Working
With Children Check’ required (or equivalent if permitted by law), a signed Code of Conduct, two
references, youth policy quiz, Safety Management Online training and a signed Volunteer
Agreement. This is in addition to completing other normal leadership requirements. Those assisting
who have not been formally appointed as leaders should not work alone with youth or children in
any capacity.
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Outworking these agreements warrants all workers adhering to following guidelines.
General



















All those working with children and youth are to undergo annual training / revisiting of the
principles and practices outlined in this policy and all leaders of programs involving children or
youth are to ensure that this happens. This may involve resubmitting new signed forms and
completing the Safety Management Online training every 3 years.
Parental permission must be sought for any activities undertaken with youth or children and
the details of such activities should be communicated thoroughly to families and well in
advance of the date of their occurrence. Permission is understood to be granted for
participation in regular scheduled activities (such as youth nights, music practices or Kidex
sessions) upon completion of an enrolment form or if other suitable alternative parental
permission is granted. Regular activities are advertised in the church calendar and/or
newsletter. (Usual supervision ratios are a minimum of 1:15).
Parents are responsible for their children outside of normal or advertised session times and
should take responsibility for familiarising themselves with leaders. For children’s activities
(primary school age and below) and possibly for other activities parents are expected to
complete a sign in/out sheet as per the directions below.
Parents should have contact details for a leader (or leaders) for any off-site activities.
No child (i.e. person under 18) is permitted to oversee any activity involving children.
Children/young people are not to be driven alone by any children’s or youth leaders or by any
drivers assisting with any church organised activities unless specific permission is otherwise
given by the child’s parent and the relevant ministry leader for every occurrence. In cases
where a child is unable to be collected by parents, two remaining leaders must ensure contact
is made with parents regarding arrangements and/or that the child is safely taken to a nearby
police station.
Children/young people are not to be contacted directly by means of text message, email,
social networking, telephone or similar for any matter of a serious, personal or non-routine
nature without their parent also being advised that contact has been made, although specific
details may be unable to be divulged.
Children/young people are not to be photographed for sharing, texting, social networking or
other similar purposes and leaders must take appropriate care to inform those in their care of
these prohibitions. In addition, only photographs of children/youth with signed consent may
be used for informational or promotional purposes.
Leaders and support persons should take proactive care to ensure that no strangers are in
rooms or areas in use. Assertive but polite questioning should permit unauthorised visitors to
be asked to leave, with backup being sought as required. In cases of uncooperative or
disruptive behaviour extra support may need to be called in, inclusive of the police as
required. Police should be called to attend any situation in which people are in imminent
danger, including situations where any person suspected of being intoxicated or affected by
other substances shows any intention of driving a vehicle.
In cases where intervention orders apply to children in church activities, the church shall
receive a copy and unauthorised persons shall be prevented from having contact with relevant
children, with police to be called via a department leader or pastor if not leaving or desisting.
Identification badges are to be worn by all Church leaders/workers as part of the Children's
team and by the youth team during large scale events that are not a part of the regular weekly
program.
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For children up to and including Primary School age, two leaders are to escort a child to the
toilet, or one leader with a small group of children (more than 2 children). Children are to go
into the toilet alone and to have the door open due to the need for assistance or the risk of
locking themselves inside. If a child needs assistance, two team members should be present.
A child should NEVER be left alone, except inside the toilet cubicle.
At least 2 leaders/workers are to be present at all activities and, for children of primary school
age and younger, there must be at least one adult female worker or volunteer with every male
worker or volunteer.
Children are never to be physically punished. If a child is seriously acting inappropriately, a
time period away from the main group should be arranged and consultation with other
leaders ensured where possible.
When counselling or pastorally caring for children, it must be in rooms or places that provide a
sufficiently safe environment of openness and visibility.
No one is permitted to visit a young person alone unless receiving parental permission for the
specific details of the meeting (including time, place, reason and transport arrangements)
which is then held in a public place, such as a shopping centre, for identifiable leadership
reasons with a same gender child. Otherwise, there must be either two unrelated visitors
(with parental permission granted) or one of the parents must be present.
Children’s / Youth leaders, including senior ministry leaders, are not permitted to spend
exclusive extended social time with young people and are not permitted to engage in conduct
of an emotional/romantic nature with young people involved in any aspect of the children’s or
youth ministry. Permitted exceptions regarding contact time apply to counselling and medical
situations described elsewhere in this document.
Children’s & Youth leaders/workers are required to observe and implement all relevant Health
and Safety policies and procedures prescribed by Reveal Church including awareness of first
aid, fire safety and emergency management procedures.
Children’s and Youth activities not assisted by deacons or other support personnel (e.g. Youth
nights, Kids’ events) must ensure that appropriate security is provided, such as checking
toilets, supervising the church carpark/foyer/courtyard. Persons assisting with such support
must be familiar with health and safety procedures including basic first aid, fire and
emergency management procedures.
Children may be excluded from any children or youth activities where their behavior is
detrimental to the welfare of others or where special needs are beyond the capacity or
resources of leaders or the church to provide the level of assistance required.
There are to be no secretive or unauthorised clubs or gatherings of children.

Physical Contact
Care must be taken when having physical contact with children.
In general this should occur only with babies, pre-schoolers and children of primary school age
and always in the presence of others, with the exception that socially acceptable physical contact
be permitted elsewhere (e.g. handshakes, ‘high-fives’, side-on hugs, praying for people with a
hand on the shoulder or back, affirming pat on shoulder or arm, etc.).
Some general guidelines:
*

*

Pre-Schoolers and babies
It is acceptable to nurse or cuddle a child, as an appropriate level of care in the
circumstances. This would include having a child sit on your lap during floor time or story
time.
Primary School aged
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Physical contact should be used with great caution as the heightened sensitivity of people
in relation to caring for children needs to ensure a balance between being seen to be
proactive in responsible care and being careful not to shy away from normal interactions
with children. Hugging children may be an appropriate gesture, but should be side-on and
not full frontal and should not be excessive. Primary-school age children should generally
not sit on the laps of unrelated adults and they should not normally be in the exclusive
company of any adult even in a public setting unless this is clearly related to an approved
or normal church activity.
It is acceptable to:
 Hold hands when initiated by a child, or by a leader for supervision (eg crossing a
road),
 Use reasonable force when a child’s physical welfare is at risk (ie the minimum force
required for a particular situation),
 Lay an open hand gently on the shoulder or back to gain a child’s attention,
 Lay an open hand gently on shoulder or back to pray for a child, or
 Lay an open hand gently on the shoulder or back in order to comfort or reassure a child
(e.g. side-on hug, but not frontal).
An appropriate degree of physical contact between leaders and children during structured games
is also permissible.
Contact with a child must cease immediately if the child shows any discomfort at any time.
Camp, Outdoor and Offsite activity rules
The leader of an outdoor or offsite activity has a duty to take reasonable care, being the standard
of care that a reasonable person would take in all circumstances. This duty of care may not be
transferred to an outside person (e.g. a camp manager).
 Children are not to be left alone or allowed to be on their own with one worker.
 Children are never to be observed showering and workers/leaders are not permitted to
shower with children - i.e. in the same cubicle.
 Leaders/workers overseeing showering must work in twos and stand at the shower block
entrance.
 Leaders/workers are not to be alone with a child in a bedroom or sleeping area.
 When hiking at night, the group must stay together. No adults to be alone with a child/young
person.
 Nude swimming is not permitted and only modest swimwear is permitted.
 Parents should have contact details for a leader (or leaders) throughout.
 Team leaders/workers must wear identity badges.
 Younger children must not be left alone with older children (to avoid abuse).
 Children are to dress themselves unless minimal and non-invasive assistance is required by
designated persons or unless specific parental permission is gained for other exceptional
circumstances.
 It may be appropriate to have some physical contact with distraught, damaged or abused
children. The above guidelines should however be followed.
 A counsellor/leader should be designated to be identified and made available for children to
confide in. They do not need permission to speak with the counsellor/designated leader.
 Children are not permitted to sleep together in the same bed and should only share rooms
with other persons of the same gender.
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No child should be permitted to be in a bed with any other child, leader, support person or
any other program participant.
All leaders, workers & young people must wear modest, non-gaping sleep wear.
No-one is permitted to be outside bedrooms or bathrooms in underwear or in any other
exposed state.

Requirements for leader to child ratios are as follows (noting a usual minimum 1:15 ratio). Each
group requires a minimum of two leaders/workers present at any time. At least two leaders must
be present for all activities, but then the following minimum ratios also apply.
Activity
Board sailing
Bike riding
Bush walking - Local area
- Rugged areas
Camping
- Residential
- Tents
Canoeing
Caving
Excursion (using transport)
Fishing
Horse riding - basic flat work
- trail riding
Rock climbing
Rowing
Sailing
Surfing
Snorkelling
Snow skiing - resort area
- away from the resort
Swimming pool
- Junior primary
- Primary
- Secondary
Swimming Sea/river - Junior primary
- Primary
- Secondary
Water skiing
People with epilepsy in water

Ratio
1:4-6
1:8
1:10
1:5
1:15
1:10
1:6-8
1:5
1:20
1:10
1:10
1:6
1:4
1:4-6
1:4-6
1:4-6
1:6-8
1:7
1:5
1:10
1:15
1:20
1:5
1:10
1:20
1:2-3
1:1

At least one person with a group must have a current First Aid certificate
The leaders need to be aware of the medical services available in the area where the activities will
be held.
These include:
 Doctor
 Hospital - outpatients/emergency
 Ambulance services
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The leader should carry a mobile telephone and the first aid kit needs to be checked regularly to
ensure that it is appropriately stocked.
When children/young people are injured or become ill, the leader will contact the parents/carers.
If it is an emergency, a doctor and/or ambulance will be called before the parents. Parents to be
kept informed.
Venue safety
The leaders should know the venue so that they are aware of any potential hazards.
To avoid difficulties, leaders need to:
 Carefully plan activities
 Have an emergency support system in place, e.g. list of emergency numbers
 Inform parents of any proposed activities and the person to contact
 Provide the contact person with an itinerary and the proposed route of the activity and who
will be the liaison person between the parents and the group
 When using a bus, public transport or taking a large group on an outing, accurate records of
who you are taking must accompany you.
In an emergency
The leaders/workers are advised to:
 Remain calm
 Obtain the necessary assistance
 If trained, deal immediately with any injuries
 Ensure the well-being of the rest of the group
 Contact members of the group if appropriate
 Contact the parents/carers as appropriate
First Aid
The Church provides first aid supplies and equipment. Leaders/Workers are to be familiar with the
location of first aid facilities. At least one leader present needs to have a current First Aid
certificate, and it is recommended that all leaders/workers have some knowledge of basic first
aid.
A First Aid Treatment Form or an Accident/Incident Report are to be completed for any
injury/treatment given or sustained during an activity. (Appendix 2 and 4)
Antibody Status
By law, anyone who is HIV positive is not required to reveal his or her status to the Church.
Regardless of the person's antibody status, they should receive the same treatment as any other
person.
All leaders need to be made aware of the risk of contracting blood borne diseases, and take
appropriate precautions against this risk. This information can be obtained from a Health Centre.
All leaders and children should not attend when infected by any communicable disease.
Safety factors
Electrical safety
All mains operated equipment must be tagged with the annual safety check date, properly
connected and correctly operated. Malfunctions must be reported promptly. All radiant heaters
will have a suitable guard to protect from burns. Where possible, all buildings should have Safety
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Switches. Power points that are accessible by children should have safety plugs in them at all
times
Poisons
All household, gardening, and handyman products to be kept out of reach of children. Clearly
displayed on the telephone should be the phone number to the Women's and Children's Hospital
Poisons Information Centre
Playground equipment
All equipment installation should be checked regularly and comply with Australian Safety
Standards.
Films, computer and video entertainment.
The leader will note the ages of the children and will abide by the censorship standards provided
Fire safety
All leaders to be familiar with the layout of the building and the location of exits and fire
extinguishers, and know how to evacuate the premises.
Private Motor vehicles
All passengers including the driver must wear their seat belts. The leader should make it their
responsibility to determine that the private vehicle used is registered, the driver holds a current
Driver’s Licence and is a responsible driver, and that the vehicle is roadworthy. In addition, be
insured, i.e., at least hold a third party property insurance policy. No learner drivers or
probationary drivers classified as P1 (and displaying red “p” plates) should transport children or
youth to activities. Rare exceptions for P1 drivers may be made at a pastor’s discretion. All drivers
for Reveal Church youth and children’s activities must be officially approved via the application
form in Appendix 10.
Public transport
In the case of an accident while on any form of public transport, the leader must have accurate
records of all the names of the group members with them for the information of the emergency
services.
Bus safety
If a bus is hired or used by a group, it is the leader's responsibility to ensure safety on the bus.
Standing in buses will not be allowed. If fitted, seat belts must be worn. It is the leader's
responsibility to ensure that the seat belts are worn. It is again the responsibility of the leader to
determine that the driver has the correct and current licence for the vehicle that is being driven.
Accurate records of who you are taking must accompany you.
Smoking/drugs/alcohol
Whilst caring for children/young people, all leaders/workers will not engage in smoking,
consuming drugs and/or alcohol.
Equipment and clothing
Equipment is to be checked to ensure that it is functional and safe for its intended use.
Children should never be asked to carry heavy objects.
Suitable clothing and footwear for the activity is to be worn.
Small Group Meetings (including Growth Groups)
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All leaders to be aware of the Church's policies and procedures regarding the protection of
children.
No adult other than a child/ren's parent is permitted to be alone with a child in any bedroom
or any other room of the home, e.g., toilet, bathroom.
Children may only be supervised by a parent without a ‘Working With Children Check’ if their
own child/ren is/are participating or if they have an exemption permitted by law.

Deacons & Hospitality Teams
 All Church building exits, foyer, toilets & outside access to be monitored as well as possible
during church services under the direction of deacons (designated safety wardens).
 Some people have a legitimate reason for leaving the church or going to the toilet but others
do not. Abuse often occurs in toilets. People are to be asked to return to their seats, or
appropriate area if they appear to be loitering.
Kidex / Kids’ Activities
 Only leaders/workers who have been screened, parents/carers monitoring the children's
progress and children to be present.
 Children may only access Kidex programs and other activities designated for children if 3½
years of age, toilet trained, approved by Kidex leaders, and where parents agree to all policies
and procedures outlined in this and other church policies (and in any supplementary
documentation supplied by Kidex leaders).
 Parents are to register children's names in attendance book on arrival and personally collect
their children after the service, or record on the Parent’s Sign Out Sheet the person/s
permitted to collect the children.
 Parents/Carers are to fill in and sign the Visitor’s Book. If unknown to the leaders/workers,
they are to produce ID. To wear a visitor's badge and must not be left alone.
 Other adults entering the children's ministry area are to be asked: "Can I help".
They should have phoned beforehand to arrange the visit. NB Even parents visiting must wear
a visitor’s badge.
 If they are just looking, ask them to fill in the visitor's book, produce ID and wear a visitor's
badge.
 Parents and carers are to be advised of the policies and procedures which may be via church
website, newsletter and other sundry documentation or by personal contact.
Creche / Child Care Room or similar
 A creche service should be accessible to children up to the age of 3½ years, where available,
but older children will not be permitted to transition to Kidex activities unless toilet trained
and also authorised by both parents and Kidex leaders. Children needing to be taken to a
separate facility will remain the direct responsibility of their parent(s). Children will only be
able to make use of child care, if available, where a suitable enrolment has been completed,
where the child’s enrolment fees remain up-to-date and where all appropriate child care
policies are adhered to.
 For workers protection and accountability, a crèche worker must never be alone with one
child. There must always be two workers with one child or one worker with more than two
children. All involvement with a child is to be done in public view.
 Family teams, e.g., husband & wife, should not work together unless accompanied by other
workers.
 Adolescents are to be supervised by an adult when working in the crèche.
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When a parent is called out of the service to attend to his/her child, an usher, not a worker
should do it. A mobile telephone is to be used to contact the usher, as needed.
Only assigned workers are to be in the crèche, except for nursing mothers, and parents
calming children.
Nappy changing is to be done in an open area where another worker is present, or the parent
must be called in to change the baby.
Toileting – crèche children will always use the female toilets and shall be taken as follows. Two
lady workers / a mother with one child, or a small group of children (more than 2 children)
with one lady worker/a mother. Exceptions may apply to paid child care arrangements as per
specific policies provided to parents, but no male child care worker or volunteer will be
permitted to accompany children to female toilets.
Workers are to receive children just inside the door and children will be picked up at the door.
This prevents confusion and congestion and it allows workers to exercise control over safety.
Parents/carers are to be informed of the policies and procedures.
Only parents/carers or other agreed person to collect children.
Children are to remain under the supervision of the workers until their parents/carers or
nominated adult collects them from the area. Children will not be permitted to leave the area
alone.
Do not permit children to leave the room with anyone else other than their parents/carers
and not young siblings.
Parents are encouraged to take their children to the toilet before the service.
No child is to leave the area alone.
In the event of a Crèche Worker suspecting with reasonable evidence that a child in crèche is a
victim of abuse the matter must be immediately reported to the Creche Co-ordinator who
shall raise the matter with the senior Minister and a report given to Eldership Board for action.
The crèche worker is not to do anything that would alert the suspected abuser.

If a child says anything about being abused the information is to be written down exactly as said,
dated and signed by the worker and handed to the Creche Co-ordinator for action.
Parents
It is the responsibility of parents to supervise their children outside of official youth or children’s
programs. This includes being aware of their presence on site, at social functions involving church
people, and in uses of technology. Whilst youth and children’s leaders seek to assist parents with
the discipleship of young people, it is understood that this is a partnership that requires parents
to provide active assistance to youth and children’s leaders wherever possible, in order to
facilitate this role.

SUSPECT / UNUSUAL BEHAVIOUR
If you believe that you have witnessed suspect/inappropriate behaviour, e.g. strangers near
children’s or youth activities, adults leaving a church service and going to youth or children’s
activities without a clear and valid reason, a church team member not abiding by church policies
and procedures, etc., this should be reported immediately to a children's ministry leader and/or a
pastor.
Flowchart - Suspect/unusual behaviour
Team member observes suspect/unusual behaviour

Report to the Children's / Youth
Ministry Leader and / or a Pastor
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Children's / Youth Pastor/Delegate discusses the incident
with the team member, informs the Senior
Minister/Delegate & records action taken. (Appendix 4,7)

If a reasonable belief is formed that abusive behaviour has
occurred, the team member is removed from active service in
the team until the issue is resolved and the observing team
member and senior minister/delegate report.

Team leaders of the department when
incident occurred are notified and advised
to be alert for further incidences.

ABUSE DISCLOSURE
At Reveal Church, when it is suspected that a child has been abused or neglected the following
procedures are to be implemented. At all times we seek to protect the people under our care. A
complaint of sexual abuse has the potential to affect a wide network of relationships. This includes
the prospect of false accusations, which can be very damaging to a person’s life. Therefore it is
essential that all accusations be clarified and documented before proceeding through the path of
reporting.
HELPING THE CHILD/YOUNG PERSON
When a child/young person tells you that they have been abused, they may be feeling scared,
guilty, ashamed, angry, and powerless. You in turn may feel a sense of outrage, disgust, sadness,
anger, and sometimes disbelief, feelings you must not share with the child.
It is important to remain calm and in control and to reassure them that something will be done to
keep them safe. If you suspect abuse, but the child/young person has not told anyone, be aware
of the emotional distress that the child/young person may be experiencing.
All involved church personnel shall be trained, and comply with state requirements for reporting
of child abuse and pastors are required to undertake training stipulated by the CRC Churches
International movement from 2016. Although it has not been mandatory for churches to report
suspected child abuse in Victoria in the past, such reporting is mandatory for all adults from 2015
where a reasonable belief exists concerning abuse of children or youth. The Eldership Board will
therefore ensure that each case is responsibly considered and appropriately reported. Therefore,
all Revea l Church staff and volunteers who work with or have access to children are required
to report when reasonable belief is formed that abuse has occurred.
See the section below on pastoral support for victims for guidance on handling and reporting
reports of abuse.
WHEN TO NOTIFY
You have suspicion on reasonable grounds when any of the four following factors are present:
 Your own observations of the behaviour of a particular child or young person and/or
injuries present or your knowledge of the child or young person generally, leads you to
suspect that abuse is occurring.
 A child or young person tells you that he or she has been abused.
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Someone reliable such as a relative, friend, neighbour or sibling of the child or young person
tells you of the abuse.
A child tells you that he or she knows someone who has been abused (the child may be
referring to her/himself).

Child abuse notification procedure
If a leader/worker has suspicion on reasonable grounds that a child has been abused or is being abused,
the flowchart below gives the steps for the notification procedure.

Flowchart - Reporting child abuse
Child discloses abuse/you observe
indicators/a reliable person tells you that a
child has been abused or is being abused
A copy of the accusations
must be forwarded directly
to the Eldership Board so that
investigations and support
are not hindered by any
‘gatekeeping’.
Child Protection Services 9213 2111
(Crisis Line after hours is 131 278)
NB crisis does not usually include
family harm, but any life threatening
emergencies warrant a 000 call

Local DHS office informed investigation

Parents/Carer
s







Police

Complete Form (Appendix 7)
Inform Children's Pastor/Youth Pastor

Senior Minister or delegate

Eldership informed of situation and action
taken
All actions documented

Medical check by specialised staff
at a child protection unit

Child Protection Services are notified of a suspicion of abuse by the senior minister or his
delegate on 9213 2111 or 1300 655 795 (or via the after-hours crisis line 131 278).
A 000 call is to be made in the event of any life threatening emergency.
In the case of a child being abused on a church site program or by a church worker normally
the parents are notified first.
In the case of suspected abuse, i.e. a child discloses at church an abuse situation at home, CPS
(and, in turn, DHS) are normally informed before the parents.
Other emergency contacts include:
- CASA (Centre Against Sexual Assault) 1800 806 292
- Domestic Violence & Incest Resource Centre 9486 9866

FOLLOW UP AND PASTORAL CARE
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Follow up of a suspicion or allegation requires expert handling which is generally beyond the
ability of most team members. Although our aim is always to support and care for the individual
one must always support and never impede the Legal process.
It must be always remembered that it is only a suspicion and therefore requires very sensitive
handling. It has strong implications for all involved and every effort should be made to help the
victim, the family, the notifier and if applicable, the alleged perpetrator, to be healed and restored
emotionally and spiritually.
Victim
 Assure the victim of your support.
 Listen actively to what is being said and don’t interrupt or stop the child.
 As far as possible, don’t panic or look horrified or cry.
 Don’t ask leading questions. Be aware that an inappropriate response can contaminate
possible evidence.
 In consultation with your Pastor, ensure that the Church provides adequate comfort, support,
counselling and any other services needed by both the victim and the family.
 Use supportive language and body language i.e. sit with the child while they are talking (don’t
stand over them). Use supportive phrases such as: “I am very glad you chose to tell me about
what is happening” and “What has happened is not your fault. Sometimes people do bad
things.”
 Clearly indicate and communicate that you believe the child and that whatever happened is
not their fault.
 Don’t make promises you can’t keep, e.g. you cannot promise confidentiality due to the need
for mandated reporting and you cannot promise results which are beyond your control.
 Reassure the child that the secret cycle has to be broken.
 Inquire but do not investigate, since further probing beyond the development of reasonable
suspicion for reporting can appear as the asking of leading questions. Use open-ended
questions that help to obtain the required information, such as, “You said your arm is hurting;
can you tell me why your arm is hurting?” or “You said that you are feeling sad; can you tell
me more about why you are feeling sad?”
 Record good notes, but as close as possible after the conversation so as to give the child your
full attention. Try to include direct quotes and to keep the report objective and informative,
avoiding interpretations and opinions.
 Do not engage in further discussion unless initiated by the child.
 Do not arrange counselling for the child as this will happen after the matter has been referred.
Reporter
 Recognise that the reporter and all those involved in the process will need to debrief, and
perhaps receive counselling and/or support from someone experienced in the field in addition
to Pastoral support.
Alleged perpetrator
If the alleged perpetrator is involved in ministry, they should be isolated from the children and
young people of the Church and other children who come into contact with the local church
activities and they should be removed from positions of responsibility until the matter is resolved.
They should nevertheless be assured of pastoral and Church support.
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Adequate counselling or other necessary services are provided for both the alleged perpetrator
and their family if necessary. Depending on the outcome of the investigations and action of the
Police and Health & Human Services, all resources of the church should be made available, as it is
to the victim and notifier.
Where the victim and alleged perpetrator are both in the same church arrangements should be
made to relocate the alleged perpetrator to another church. This may only be for the period of
the investigation to give both parties space, or permanently in the case of a conviction. The police
will usually be involved by being notified of arrangements between the churches.
If, through a police investigation or judicial proceedings, the accused is either acquitted or cleared
of all charges, the good reputation of the accused is to be restored. However, this does not
guarantee that the previously accused person will be restored to their original position. If there is
insufficient evidence to complete the police investigation or judicial process, the Eldership Board
shall take all necessary precautions to ensure the protection of children under the Church’s care.
This may preclude someone from being restored to their original position or working with children
in the future and may involve the reporting of information to other organisations in which there is
a possibility of the accused working with children.
Christian Community
Care is needed for healing within the Church and wider community especially where information
has been spread. Assistance from a sister congregation and the State Executive will assist in this
area.
Media
With issues as emotional and volatile as child abuse, any serious cases may become public record.
While anyone has the right and freedom to talk to the media, any comment from the Church will
come from the Senior Minister or a person designated by them. The privacy and confidentiality of
victims, their families and the alleged perpetrator will be protected at all times. Also due to the
legal process no comments should be made that will jeopardise current or future legal
proceedings.
Reporting
When a matter is reported by the senior pastor or his delegate (e.g. another appointed pastor or a
person deputising in his absence) general information may need to be provided regarding the
child’s contact details, the whereabouts of the child, the cultural background and their school. The
details of the allegation may include any directly observed behaviour, what has been heard, family
dynamics, how the child presents, the nature or context of any injuries, whether the child
disclosed any information, or the basis upon which an assessment has been made that abuse has
occurred.
The status of an incident is only likely to be upgraded, or the likelihood of an investigation
increased, if new or additional information is supplied. The notifier’s details are kept confidential,
but can ask for feedback (which will only be given on a ‘need to know basis’. Mandated notifiers
are immune from civil liability and do not need permission from the church to notify (they do not
actually need evidence to make a notification and failure to notify could be considered an offence
resulting in a fine or prosecution).
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ACCUSATIONS AGAINST SENIOR LEADERSHIP
All accusations must be documented and then proceed not only to the Senior Minister but also a
copy directly to the Local Church Eldership Board. This ensures that no ‘gate-keeping’ prevents
the matter from proceeding.
In the case that the accusations being brought are directed at the Senior Minister of the Local
Church the documentation must proceed directly to the Eldership Board who must notify the
State Executive of CRC Churches International and the members of the Church Advisory Council.
It is with their assistance that any action should then be taken.

FALSE ACCUSATIONS
All persons are presumed innocent unless and until guilt is either admitted or determined by due
process.
Unfortunately the situation may arise where leaders/workers may be targeted by disgruntled
people, whether child, youth or adult.
As all allegations must be followed through it is essential that the Senior Minister, (or in the case
of an accusation against the Senior Minister – an Eldership Board member) or a nominated officer,
and the accused, be available to clarify any accusations. This does not mean questioning a child
but it does highlight our duty of care to our Leaders and Workers in this area.
The Eldership Board of the Local Church becomes the responsible body and should deal lovingly
and caringly with all involved. Support throughout any and all steps of the procedures must be
given to all. This includes arranging independent counselling for the accused, if they desire it.
If Church personnel accused of abuse are asked to step aside from the office they hold while the
matter is pending, it is to be clearly understood that they are on leave and that no admissions or
guilt are implied by this fact. Unless and until guilt has been admitted or proved, those accused
should not be referred to as offenders or in any way treated as offenders.
If either a police investigation or a Church process makes it clear that the accused did not commit
the alleged wrong, an apology will be sought. The Church leadership shall return the person to
their previous position and take whatever steps are necessary to restore the good reputation of
the accused.

LEADERSHIP
A leader or co-ordinator of a group within the Church is a person appointed or approved to carry
out a particular role. In most cases this is a voluntary role but it is important that it be recognised
as official. General leadership expectations are outlines in the church’s ‘Leadership Policy’.
Implicit in leadership is the responsibility to take reasonable care to provide a suitable
environment for the development of children/young people. This covers the physical, emotional
and spiritual environment created as well as the need to provide training for all those who come
into leadership and then at least annually thereafter.
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We will ensure, as far as possible, that any person selected is a responsible and suitable person.
Unfortunately some people are not suited to work with children. People who are under
accusation, suspicion or conviction of sexual offences, violence or using drugs are not suitable as
leaders. Careful consideration should be given to applicants with a history of emotional or mental
illness
These policies and procedures seek to ensure that children/young people will be safe.
Process for Selection & Authorisation
We have a duty of care for children/young people, and shall assess a person's suitability to be
responsible for the care of those young people. All appointments to children’s / youth positions
must be ratified by the relevant pastor/coordinator via the appropriate application form and
accompanying statutory declaration (see appendices) and other documents.
The prospective leader will then:
1. Have received and read this policy with its appendices and be an approved Reveal Church
leader.
2. Will be required to obtain a Working With Children Check (volunteers application), unless a
registered school teacher. This (or a copy of similar documentation approved by law such as
teacher registration) must be provided to Reveal Church. Refusal to do so will mean noninvolvement in these ministries (See Appendix 1).
3. If the applicant is under 18 years of age a reference from two referees regarding the
applicants suitability to work with children will replace the requirements of the Working with
Children Check.
4. Have read, signed and submitted the Application for Children’s/Youth Ministry form –
Appendix 1 – along with its Statutory Declaration, Working With Children Check (where
required), Code of Conduct and Volunteer Agreement (both signed).
5. Be able to answer questions relevant to the qualifications, duties, and personal qualities
required for the position.
6. Complete the Safety Management Online training through ChildSafe Australia.
7. Be given the opportunity to ask relevant questions.
8. Be expected to live exemplary lives, maintaining standards of lives that will be a blessing to the
children/young people.
Documentation
Relevant documentation in relation to any application and selection process shall be strictly
confidential. Only those authorised by the Senior Minister/ Eldership Board shall have access to
the documents.
The signed the application form with its accompanying statutory declaration (Appendix 1). The
form is to be held by the church for a period of seven years after the leader ceases working in the
church.
Education
1. All parents, caregivers and families will be informed about the child safe practices and policies
that Reveal Church has implemented in their children and youth activities.
2. All parents and caregivers of children and young people will then be encouraged to inform
their children/young people about personal safety.
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3. The Eldership Board shall ensure that those working with children and young people are made
aware of the issue of child abuse and are given information concerning processes for reporting
disclosures of abuse. They should also be given information on how to conduct children’s and
youth ministry in such a manner as to reduce the risk of child abuse occurring.
4. Education in the key elements of this policy and its associated practices shall be provided for
teams and leaders each year and for other volunteers as and when it is needed to train
workers and/or parents, including and especially the principles and procedures set down in
this document.
Such training needs to include elements such as:
 Knowledge of the issues and dynamics of sexual abuse
 The basic dynamics and trends of sexual abuse in the church
 Theological issues related to the victim’s needs, church’s response & the nature of ministry
 An understanding of legal issues including the Crimes Act, legal issues, trends &
recommendations.
 Fundamental components of the responses of victims, perpetrators and church communities
 Knowledge of services and agencies that offer specialist support and counseling
 The complaints, disciplinary and pastoral care processes and/or options for the victim
 Role-playing interviews with complainants, witnesses and the accused
 Basics of record keeping and the place and risks of documentation
 Confidentiality
 Ways to enhance healing in the congregation.
Behavioural expectations
Leaders' and workers' rights and responsibilities
Leaders/workers have the right to:
 Be respected.
 Be listened to.
 Be safe.
 Be supported.
 Expect parents to abide by session times and admit and collect their young people in a timely
manner, as well as using any available sign out sheets to assist with safety.
 Receive on-going information and training on all aspects of their role.
Leaders/workers are responsible for:
 Working as a team to ensure the safety of young people in their care.
 Using appropriate non-physical behaviour management.
 Supporting parents in the discipleship of their own children.
 Informing parents in a thorough & timely way of any activities related to their program.
 Not abusing children physically, emotionally or sexually, including forming any
emotional/romantic relationships or engaging in any extended exclusive social contact which
might permit this to occur.
 Being prepared to believe & respond to children's statements concerning alleged abuse.
 Fulfilling Workplace Health and Safety requirements.
 Disclosing sensitive information only to appropriate and/or designated personnel on a 'need
to know' basis.
Young people’s rights and responsibilities
Young people have the right to:
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Be safe
Be listened to
Be respected
Have privacy
Take calculated risks in a protected setting
Enjoy an inclusive environment

This will be assisted by enforcing protective elements of this policy, by promoting effective
communication and safety awareness and by empowering children to speak openly with staff and
volunteers.
Young people are responsible to:
1. Show respect to other children and adults
2. Try to keep themselves away from known unsafe situations (if possible)
3. Accurately report inappropriate behaviour or at-risk situations
Parents / Caregivers rights and responsibilities
Parents / Caregivers have the right to:
 Be informed
 Listened to
Parents / Caregivers have the responsibility to:
 Provide information needed for care of children
 Be contactable
 Support programs aims / ethos of the church
Managing challenging behaviours
The aim is to give both children/young people and leaders/workers a clear process to deal with
challenging behaviours. This process will provide a consistent method of dealing with behaviours
which all leaders/workers will be comfortable in implementing.
Leaders will need to take into account the age and the developmental stage of young people in
their group. The appropriate disciplinary strategies will be placed in writing and made available to
parents of group members if requested. All new group members will be advised of these
strategies and asked to adhere to them.
The strategies will include the following requirements:
1.
At no time will a leader physically strike a young person with his/her hand or any other
part of his/her body or with an implement of any kind.
2.
Group leaders will ensure that, at no time will a child be put at physical or emotional risk
by disciplinary action.
3.
If isolation of the child from the group is implemented as a disciplinary action, the child
must be isolated within the area, which is deemed to be safe, and within easy supervision
of, at least one group leader.
4.
In circumstances where the immediate safety of the child and/or other group members
permits, the child who is deemed to require a disciplinary action will receive a warning
first. This warning will outline to the child the nature of the disciplinary action that will
follow if they continue to misbehave.
5.
At no time will a disciplinary action be carried out without an adequate explanation given
to the child regarding the reason for the action.
6.
At all times a process of reconciliation will be provided.
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The most effective way for encouraging young people to behave in an appropriate way is by way
of positive reinforcement. In addition, young people need to be given clear boundaries and to
know what are the consequences of challenging behaviors, e.g. aggression.
It is expected that children will generally be co-operative, helpful and responsive. On the
occasions when this is not so, some or all of the following strategies will be used.
Older children may be aided in their behaviour by using the following suggestions:
1. When a young person chooses unhelpful/inappropriate behaviour they are to be clearly given a
choice between co-operating or accepting the logical consequences of their actions.
2. If the young person continues to behave inappropriately despite being clearly instructed it may
be necessary for that person to be directed to go to a “time out” area to think about his/her
responses. The time out area will be a safe, supervised area.
3. It is usually appropriate for a leader to then counsel the young person, in the ‘time out’ area,
and, when ready, let the child/young person rejoin the group. If there has been a dispute with
another group member it will be appropriate to lead the young person to a place of reconciliation.
4. If a young person has a pattern of non-co-operation it may be appropriate to involve the
parents and/or pastor. At worst the young person may be excluded from an activity in the future
although an agreement may be sought in writing regarding behavioural modifications.
Young children may be aided in their behaviour by using the following suggestions:
1.
Remind children of clear rules and expectations, e.g. “We don’t hit people here.”
2.
Warn those breaking rules that they will be going to ‘time out’ if they reoffend, or that
they will not be allowed to continue participating in an activity, e.g. “If you hit _____ again,
you will need to sit on that chair next to _____ for some time out.” Time out should be
between 1 and 2 minutes for two to three year olds and for older children, it should not
exceed five minutes. Anyone sent from the room should naturally be accompanied and in
view of a second authorised adult.
3.
Repeated offending will warrant their parent/carer being called and asked to sign their
child out of the program after being given an explanation of the incident. A report should
be completed for filing with the program coordinator.
4.
For children who refuse time out or are otherwise defiant, they should be asked if they are
behaving in the particular manner or choosing not to do as they have been asked. If they
reiterate such a stance, they should be told that their parent/carer will be called to collect
them or that they will be placed in the care of a designated leader or team member and in
view of a second authorised adult.
At all times, the love of Christ and the reconciling grace of God is to be employed. Discipline is not
what is done to a child but for a child. The goal is to lead them to the transforming power of Jesus.
Complaint Procedure - Inappropriate Disciplinary Action
In the event of a young person disclosing to a group leader that they have been disciplined in a
way that is contrary to these guidelines, the procedure to deal with such complaints is outlined
below in the “Procedures to Receive and Deal with Complaints/Reports”.
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PROCEDURES TO RECEIVE AND DEAL WITH COMPLAINTS
An employee, officer-holder or volunteer of the Church may be subject to a contract of
employment or other similar conditions. Any decision to dismiss, or alter the duties of such a
person should be made taking this into consideration.
Reference should also be made to the churches Relationships and Reconciliation policy where
appropriate and where continuing grievances exist.
Inappropriate Behaviour towards a Young Person
If a young person informs a leader/worker that he/she believes that he/she or someone else has
been, or is being, subjected to inappropriate discipline, unsafe practices, or a dangerous
environment, the leader/worker shall:





Ensure the immediate safety and protection of the young person;
Investigate the complaint or refer the complaint to the appropriate leader / pastor;
Take whatever steps are appropriate to have the situation resolved, to prevent a situation or
circumstances of a similar nature occurring again, and so ensure a safe environment; and
Inform the Senior Minister and Eldership Board of the situation and action taken.

If a matter is considered by the Eldership Board to be of a minor nature and the incident is
believed not to reflect on the ability of the leader to be a responsible carer of young people,
immediate rectification of the issue will suffice.
If the matter is of a serious nature (reasonable grounds of suspicion of child abuse/neglect)
- The Senior Minister will:
- Notify Child Protection Services.


The Eldership Board will:
- Refer the leader/worker for counselling.
- Reprimand the leader, and/or
- Suspend the leader from leadership for a defined or indefinite period or
- Dismiss the leader from the position, at its discretion, if not already done

Documentation
Normally it is recommended that documentation be kept to a minimum.
Those mentioned in reports should view them and sign them, and any other additional
notations should be made in the presence of the victim or accused.
If the documents are no longer valid (e.g. a proven false accusation) and are no longer
required, they should be shredded in their sight.
If the Eldership Board should choose to suspend or dismiss a leader it shall forward a letter
to:
 The leader, with
 A copy to be filed by the Eldership Board.
All documentation relating to the above shall be strictly confidential. Only the Senior
Minister and/or those authorised by the Eldership Board shall have access to them.
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Records of any investigation conducted under this policy should be securely filed because:
 There may be representations over the way that the complaint was received.
 Where the complaint was not found proven the records might be useful should
there be similar complaints made in future.
 Where a minister is cleared of allegations the records should be retained so that it
can be demonstrated that the allegations were fully investigated.
Once an investigation is finalised the sealed records should be kept in locked storage.
The Freedom of Information Act provides a right of access to records kept following an
investigation.
The Eldership Board shall securely retain such documentation for a period of seven years
after this person has ceased to be a leader. At the expiration of that seven-year period
such records, if no longer required, shall be shredded.

Review:
This policy and its implementation shall be reviewed annually by the church Eldership Board using
the checklist in Appendix 18 and consultation and feedback from key staff.
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Appendix 1.

APPLICATION FOR CHILDREN'S/YOUTH MINISTRY
To be submitted to the Church Office with:
o
o
o
o

the Statutory Declaration;
the Code of Conduct;
the Volunteer Agreement; and
a Working With Children Check (or approved
alternative).
Name:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………
Address: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…
…………………………………………………………..…………………………………
Phone: ………………………………..(Work)

………………………………… (Home)

Postcode: ……………………………
…………………………………. (Mobile)

Email: ……………………………………..
Please tick:

Under 21 ( ) 21-30 ( ) Over 30 ( )

Proposed area of involvement: ………..…………………………………………………………………………………………….……………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………..…
Reason for wishing to be involved in children's / youth work: ……………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Previous experience in children's work (if any):……………………………………………………………..……………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Names of two adult character referees, not related to yourself, who can confirm your suitability to be involved in
children's ministry
1.

Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………..….………………
Telephone No: ………………………………………………………Email: ……………….………..

2.

Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………..….………………
Telephone No: ………………………………………………………Email: ……………….………..

Have you been born again?
Have you been baptised in water?
Have you been baptised in the Holy Spirit?
Are you a Partner of this Church?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

No
No
No
No

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
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Are you a regular attender of this Church? Yes ( ) No ( )
List current involvement in the Church: ………….……………………………………..…………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
Have you read the Church's policy on working with children and youth? Yes ( ) No ( )
Are you willing to abide by this policy, follow the procedures, and work under the supervision of the Church's
leadership? Yes ( ) No ( )
DECLARATION
I, …………………………………………………………………… declare that I have not been involved in any activities whatsoever
relating to the abuse of anyone under eighteen years of age. I agree to obtain a Working with Children Check (unless
below 18 years of age or a registered school teacher) and agree to permit my pastor to contact referees to establish
my suitability for involvement in ministry with people under eighteen years of age.
I request authorisation to be involved in ministry with children and/or young people in Reveal Church.
In making this request I affirm
(1)
That the Church in which I worship and minister is to be a safe place for people of all ages both male
and female, to give and receive Christian ministry, without fear of exploitation, emotional
entanglement or abuse.
(2)
That children and young people involved within my Church must be safe from behaviour that is
exploitative, predatory, abusive, manipulative, or violent. Such behaviour, whether physical, sexual,
emotional, or spiritual is always unacceptable
(3)
The standards for ethical relationships in Christian ministry contained in the policy statement on
working with children and youth, which I have received and read.
I undertake to
(1)
Exercise appropriate duty of care to children and young people within my care, being fully aware of
the responsibilities this entails.
(2)
Ensure the safety of children and young people, to work within a team, to use appropriate child
behaviour management, and to keep parents and the Eldership Board well informed of the ministry
activities.
(3)
Maintain appropriate confidentiality.
(4)
Report to my Leader or Senior Minister if I form a suspicion on reasonable ground of child abuse or
neglect so they may take appropriate action.
(5)
Advise my pastor in writing if charged by the Police of any offence, whilst holding a position in
ministry with children and young people.
I undertake not to
(1)
Perform ministry with children and young people until authorised to do so. I also undertake that if
directed at any time to cease activity in ministry with children or young people, I will comply with
such a direction as outlined in Procedures to Receive and Deal with Complaints/Reports..
(2)
Develop relationships with children/young people that may compromise my role as a leader and
may put the child or young person at risk of physical or emotional distress.
SIGNATURE ……………………………………….…………………………. DATE ………………………….
COORDINATOR’S ENDORSEMENT
I, …………………………………………………….. as a Pastor/ Senior Leader of Reveal Church, have known
…………………………………………………. for ……………………………. months/years and have checked with the referees and
authorised officer regarding the provision of a Working with Children Check. I have also received the signed Code of
Conduct and Volunteer Agreement, I am satisfied of his/her suitability for work with children/youth.
SIGNATURE ………………………………………………………………….. DATE …………………………

Commonwealth of Australia
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STATUTORY DECLARATION
Statutory Declarations Act 1959
1. Name, address and
occupation of the
person making the
declaration
2. Matter declared.

1.

I, _______________________________ make the following declaration under
the Statutory Declarations Act 1959.
2a.

I have never been implicated in any offences against any child/young person
(under 18 years of age) nor have I ever been involved in any behaviours or
activities with any child/young person that are illegal, immoral or in any way
amount to abuse or neglect of a child/young person.
2b.

I have disclosed details of any previous accusations, suspicions or convictions
of any criminal activities, including sexual offences, violent behaviours, the use
of illegal drugs and/or the misuse of alcohol or prescription drugs to:

_______________________________________________
Name of the leader of the church program where I am applying to be involved.
2c.

I have also disclosed to the leader mentioned above any issues that could
impair my ability to provide reasonable care to children/youth under my care.
3. Signature of person
making the
declaration.

I understand that a person who intentionally makes a false statement in a
statutory declaration is guilty of an offence under section 11 of the Statutory
Declarations Act 1959, and I believe that the statements in this declaration are
true in every particular.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Place
Day
Date
Month and Year

Declared at 4._______________________________________________
on 5.__________________________ the 6._____________________ of
7.

8. Signature of person
before whom the
declaration is made
(see below)
9. Full name,
qualification and
address of person
before whom the
declaration is made
(in printed letters)

_______________________________________________

________________________ , 20_____

8.

_______________________________________________

9.

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Note, a person who intentionally makes a false statement in a statutory declaration is guilty of an
offence, the punishment for which is imprisonment for a term of 4 years – see section 11 of the
Statutory Declarations Act 1959. Chapter 2 of the Criminal Code applies to all offences against the
Statutory Declarations Act 1959 – see section 5A of the Statutory Declarations Act 1959.

Declarations are typically made before one of the following (though others may apply): Police Officer; Medical Practitioner;
Justice of the Peace; Dentist; Veterinary Surgeon; Pharmacist; School Principal; Bank Manager; An Accountant who is a
member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, the Society of CPAs or the National Institute of Accountants; A Minister
of Religion who is authorised to perform marriages;
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Appendix 2.
Reveal Church Inc A0009377Y
2 - 8 Gleneagles Drive (P.O. Box 198)
Endeavour Hills 3802
Phone: (03) 9700 2314
Email: info@reveal.church

FIRST AID TREATMENT FORM
Please note: no medication is to be administered unless it is the prescribed medication of the
person and consent has been given by the parent, or by a qualified medical practitioner in the case
of an emergency.
Activity ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
All treatment/medication given needs to be recorded on this form. This document must be kept
confidential and in a safe place.
Name of the injured person …………………………………….……………………………………………….
Date …………………….

Time ……………….

Injury Description …………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..……..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Description of incident in which injury occurred …………………………………………………..…………..…
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
First Aid given ………………………………………………………………………………………………..……….….…………
………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………
Directions ……………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
First Aider …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Name
Signature
Observations after 24 hours (if appropriate) ……………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………
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Appendix 3.

ENROLMENT FORM
Young Person’s Details
First name __________________ Family Name _______________________
Date of Birth _____ / _____ / _____
Parent’s Details
Father’s name ___________________Mother’s name __________________
Parents living together: YES / NO (please circle)
If No, please note who has legal custody of your child/ren ________________
______________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________ P/code ______
Home phone # _____________________ Mobile: _____________________
Email address: __________________________________________________
In case of emergency, contact _____________________________________
Phone (home) __________________________ (work)__________________
Mobile: _____________________ Relationship to child: ________________
Medical Report
The information below is requested to assist in case of any illness or accident:
Are you covered by a private medical fund? YES / NO (please circle)
If yes, which one? ________________________________________________
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Medicare Number: __________________________________________________________
Does your son/daughter suffer from anything that leaders should know about in order to assist in
their care, such as: heart condition; blackouts; asthma; migraines; seizures; bed wetting; allergy to
bee stings; allergy to medication; etc?
If so, please specify ___________________________________________________________

Please list any physical or special needs (e.g. dietary requirements, food allergies, behavioural or
learning disorders, etc)

Date of last tetanus injection: __________________________________________________
Could your son/daughter require any medication during a children’s program session?
YES / NO (please circle). If so, please specify below:
___________________________________________________________________________
If your son/daughter needs any medicine or tablets during the time they are away from you, this
matter should be discussed with the leader of the program prior to the commencement of the
activity.
Name and address of family doctor / clinic: ________________________________________

Phone: _____________________________________________________________________
Name and address of any other medical specialist treating your son/daughter: ___________

Phone: _____________________________________________________________________
Is there any other information that would assist us to care for your son/daughter?
___________________________________________________________________________
Parent’s Declaration
I acknowledge that my child has permission to be involved in regularly scheduled activities as
advertised in the church calendar and/or newsletter along with my responsibility to:
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Ensure that a leader is in attendance before leaving my son/daughter at any program
session
Accurately complete any “sign out sheet” that may be available at program sessions (only
you, or the person authorised by you on this form, will be able to collect your child at the
end of the session.)
Collect my son/daughter as soon as possible at the conclusion of any program sessions.
Attend to, collect, or remove my son/daughter immediately if requested to do so for
reasons of misbehavior, illness, injury or any other emergency situation.

If during an activity, urgent medical attention is required by my child and I cannot be contacted, I authorise
the relevant leader to take such action as may be necessary and I agree to indemnify Reveal Church and its
authorised leaders from all responsibility relating to the action. I understand if I fail or neglect to provide
sufficient or current information in writing to enable the proper treatment of my son/daughter, no liability
will be accepted for any injury or illness which he/she may suffer as a result.
I understand that there will or may be photos and/or video taken of my son/daughter during activities and
am willing for him/her to be so photographed/recorded in appropriate settings. I am also willing for these
photos or footage to be used for informational and promotional purposes. My son/daughter is also willing
for this to take place.
We collect and store personal information supplied by you on this form for the purpose of providing a
quality program for your son/daughter. This information is not used for any other purpose and is not
passed to any other party without your permission.

Name of Parent/Guardian: _______________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian _____________________Date: ___________

Reveal Church Inc A0009377Y
2 – 8 Gleneagles Drive, Endeavour Hills 3802
Phone (03) 9700 2314
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Appendix 4.

ACCIDENT & INCIDENT REPORT
Please complete this report and return to the Children's Ministry/Youth Leader within 24 hours of accident and/or incident

Date of Accident/Incident: ……………………………………….…………………….…………

Time:……………………….…………..

Reported by: ……………………………………………………..………………… Location: …………….………………..…………….…………….
Name(s) of those involved: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….…….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………….……………………………….…
Name(s) of any witness(es) …..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….……….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Name(s) of leader(s) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….……
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………..
Brief description of the accident/incident:…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………..
Brief description of action taken: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………..
Is further action required? If yes, give details: ..………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………..
Who has been notified? Leader: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………….
Parent/Caregiver:………………………………………………………… Other:………………………………………………………………………..
Details of person completing this form:

Name:…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Position: ……………………………………………………. Address: ……………….…………………………………………………………………..…..
Telephone:……………………………………………….. Email:……………………………………………………….……… P/C…………………..
Date: ………………………………………………………..

Signature: ………………………………………………………….…………………
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Appendix 5.
Reveal Church Inc A0009377Y
2 - 8 Gleneagles Drive (P.O. Box 198)
Endeavour Hills 3802
Phone: (03) 9700 2314
Email: info@reveal.church

PARENT CONSENT FORM FOR CAMPS
The …………………………………… Children’s/Youth camp/activity will be held at …………………………..………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………
(Name & address of campsite/venue)
on …………………………………………………………….. (Date).
People will be accommodated in ………………………………………………….…………… (e.g., dormitories, tents, etc)
The type of activities we will be undertaking are …………………………….………. (Swimming, bushwalking).
All activities will be supervised. Transport to the activity/site will be by …………………………………………
(E.g., private car, bus, names of adult drivers, bus, etc)
The activity will commence at ……………….……….… (time) and will conclude at …………..……….….…… (time)
The cost of the activity will be ………………………………………………………
The contact person will be …………………… ……………………………………..……. Telephone …………………………………….
Activity organiser/leader: ……………………………………………………………….... Telephone: ……………………………………

Parent/Caregiver Declaration
As a parent/caregiver of …………………………………………………. I ……………..…………………………… give my consent
for her/him to take part in the …………………………………………………….……………………. (Name of the activity)
at ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………. (Name of venue).
The leaders and instructors have my authority to take whatever action they think necessary to ensure the safety and well being of the group or
individuals in the above-mentioned activities. If my child/youth becomes ill or is accidentally injured, the leaders may obtain on my behalf
whatever medical treatment is deemed necessary, if we cannot be contacted. I will pay such medical expenses. I have attached information as
requested about my child's/youth’s health, including details of her/his limitations for the planned activity. My child's/youth’s own doctor or
medical specialist may be contacted in an emergency. To the best of my knowledge this information is accurate and gives details for the treatment
of my child/young person.

Signed ………………………………………………………… ………………..(Parent/Carer) Date: ………………………………..………..

Child/ Youth contract
I, ………………………………………………… agree to show respect to other participants and the leaders and to co-operate with
any rules.
Signed: ………………………………………………………………………….(Participant)

Date: ………………………………..………..
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Appendix 6
Reveal Church Inc A0009377Y
2 - 8 Gleneagles Drive (P.O. Box 198)
Endeavour Hills 3802
Phone: (03) 9700 2314
Email: info@reveal.church

CONSENT DETAILS FOR ACTIVITIES
The details of various activities for the young people of Reveal Church publicised well in advance each
term. These include the type of activity, venue, method of transport, times and costs. We request all
parents to familiarise themselves with these details for each activity. Nevertheless, families may
occasionally be unfamiliar with the nature of certain promoted events. In order to ensure the highest level
of care, we ask that parental permission be given for every outing or every special event not held during
normal session times. This also helps leaders maintain consistency when permission may not be given by
parents for some such events.
All activity forms should contain the following information and would normally only be replaced by verbal
consent in emergency situations at the instigation of the leader who will then note the consent in writing.

Parent/Caregiver Declaration
As a parent/caregiver of …………………………………………………. I ……………..…………………………… give my consent
for her/him to take part in ………………………………………………………….
The leaders and instructors have my authority to take whatever action they think necessary to ensure the safety and
well being of the group or individuals in their activities. If my child becomes ill or is accidentally injured, the leaders
may obtain on my behalf whatever medical treatment is deemed necessary, if we cannot be contacted. I will pay
such medical expenses. I have attached information as requested about my child's health, including details of her/his
limitations for the activities. My child's own doctor or medical specialist may be contacted in an emergency. To the
best of my knowledge this information is accurate and gives details for the treatment of my child.
Signed ………………………………………………………… ………………..(Parent/Carer)

Date: ………………………………..………..

NAME (Please print) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
ADDRESS: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Phone: ……………………………………………………………………. Mobile: ………………………………………………………………………….

Child/ Youth contract
I, ………………………………………………… agree to show respect to other participants and the leaders and to co-operate with
any rules.
Signed: ………………………………………………………………………….(Participant)

Date: ………………………………..………..
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Appendix 7.

CHILD ABUSE REPORT
Name of person making report ____________________________ Date _______________
Child’s / Youth’s Name ______________________________________________________
Name(s) of the person(s) suspected ____________________________________________
Record all details of what you have observed or have been made aware of: (please attach additional sheets as
needed)

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How did you become aware of this information?________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
To the best of my knowledge these details are correct and true.
Signature ____________________________ Date _______________________
Received by Pastor ____________________ Date _______________________
Action taken _______________________________________________________

CONFIDENTIAL
This form can assist the authorities in protecting the child and in legal matters.
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Appendix 8.
Reveal Church Inc A0009377Y
2 - 8 Gleneagles Drive (P.O. Box 198)
Endeavour Hills 3802
Phone: (03) 9700 2314
Email: info@reveal.church

INTERNAL REFEREE LETTER
Dear
………………………………….has expressed interest in working in leadership at Reveal Church. This
would involve them being in direct contact with young people under eighteen years of age.
They have listed you as a referee and we would appreciate your honest opinion and comments to
assist us in determining their suitability for such a role.
Thank you for taking the time to complete the attached form as it assists us in providing quality
ministry to children.
If you would like to discuss this matter further please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,

Signed: _____________________________________ Date: ______________________
Name: ______________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________
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REFEREE QUESTIONNAIRE
Name of Candidate: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
How long have you known the candidate? _____________________________
How would you best describe their contribution in our/your Church?_________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Do you consider them to be a suitable candidate for children’s ministry?
Yes [ ] No [ ]
If No, Why? ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
If you are an External Referee, would you have this person back in a ministry capacity in your Church? ______
Any further comments you may wish to add __________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Referee’s Name (Please print) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Signature ………………………………………………………………………………………… Date ………………………………………………………
Thank you for taking the time to complete this form.
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Appendix 9.
Reveal Church Inc A0009377Y
2 - 8 Gleneagles Drive (P.O. Box 198)
Endeavour Hills 3802
Phone: (03) 9700 2314
Email: info@reveal.church

PARENT SIGN OUT SHEET
Date: …………………………………………. Group Name …………………………………………………………………………..
Worker …………………………………………………….. Time in …………………………. Time Out…………………………….
Worker …………………………………………………….. Time in …………………………. Time Out…………………………….
Worker …………………………………………………….. Time in …………………………. Time Out…………………………….
Worker …………………………………………………….. Time in …………………………. Time Out…………………………….
Worker …………………………………………………….. Time in …………………………. Time Out…………………………….

Dear Parents,
Only you, or a person authorised by you, will be permitted to collect your son/daughter at the end of the
session. Thank you.
Name of Son/Daughter
(First & surname)

Time
In

Parent’s
Signature

Who will collect
your son/daughter?

Time
Out

Parent’s
Signature
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Appendix 10.
Reveal Church Inc A0009377
2 - 8 Gleneagles Drive (P.O. Box 198)
Endeavour Hills 3802
Phone: (03) 9700 2314
Email: info@reveal.church

DRIVER’S AGREEMENT FOR YOUTH / CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES
Youth or children’s activities that are intended to be held off site from Reveal Church are often dependent
on the provision of transport in private cars. In order to safeguard drivers and youth/children the following
guidelines have been established:
1. Event Briefing
When there is more than one driver (separate cars) we will always leave from Reveal Church unless
otherwise arranged and advertised. When we meet together we will go over the final briefing for that
event, including prayer, expected behavior and finishing times.
2. Standards
A. All drivers are to return back to the meeting point after the event has finished. This is for every
occasion unless it has been prearranged with leaders and parents for our young people/children to
be dropped off in a different location.
B. Avoid seat swapping amongst cars. This leads to confusion about who is in whose car.
C. If you are driving members of the opposite sex, there must be at least one other person in the car
(excluding your siblings), at ALL times. This is to protect you, our young people/children and the
name of Reveal Church.
D. All road rules must be obeyed at all times. These include: observing speed signs; following road
signs; ensuring that your car is fully roadworthy and registered; and ensuring that all passengers in
your car have working seatbelts available which are ALWAYS being used. These standards are your
responsibility.
3.

Punctuality
It is your responsibility as a driver to make sure that you adhere to set times. This means making
sure that all youth/children are returned to the agreed meeting place before the finishing time so
that parents can pick up their children at the finishing time.

4. After-Event Activities
If it is pre-arranged between you-the driver and the parent(s) of young people in your car, you can
then take your passengers home or to an after-event activity, provided that you first return to the
meeting point (the church car park or other advertised place). Any variation to this policy must be
approved by the Youth / Coordinator or delegated representative. Be aware that once you leave the
meeting point with the youth/children, you then take personal responsibility for them. Once the
designated finish time has passed, the youth/children are no longer under the responsibility and care
of S Reveal ChurchThey will either be under the responsibility of their parents and/or the relevant
driver.
Drivers please remember, having a car licence is a privilege and not a right. As Christians, we represent
Jesus, His Kingdom and our church. Because of this, we need to act and behave accordingly. We also
inevitably become role-models for younger members of the church and for any guests that might be
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involved in our activities. These rules have been designed to protect you-the driver, and the
youth/children’s ministry as a whole. They have not been designed simply to police you or to limit you.
In all of this, we would just ask that you use some common sense in all situations and act wisely and
responsibly. Remember, when you have passengers in your car, you have their lives in your hands and
that is serious business. None of us want to have to tell a parent that their child has been killed or
paralysed whilst in our care.
By signing this document, I agree with this policy for car drivers for Reveal Church Youth/Children’s
Events. I also agree to observe this policy as a driver for Youth/Children’s Events and to provide the
following details to be kept on file by Reveal Church.

Car Registration: ___ ___ ___ – ___ ___ ___
Colour, Year, Make & Model of Car (e.g. White 2007 Toyota Corolla)
_______________________________________________________________________________
Licence Number: ______________________________________________

Photocopy of driver’s licence attached: YES / NO (please circle)

Driver’s Licence is current and valid: YES / NO (please circle)

Car is roadworthy: YES / NO (please circle) [N.B. a certificate of roadworthiness may be required]
Car is insured for at least third party property YES / NO (please circle)

Signed______________________________________________________
Name _____________________________________________________
Date_____________________

Witness_____________________________________________________
Name_______________________________________________________
Date______________________
Approved by Pastor/Coordinator __________________________ Date _____________________
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Appendix 11: CHARTER
NURTURE OF YOUNG PEOPLE
"Children are a heritage of the Lord, and the fruit of the womb is a gift" Psalm 127:4
The church is called:
 To receive, nurture and treasure each young person as a gift from God
 To acknowledge and support the role of parents as primary nurturers of their children
 To proclaim the Gospel to young people in ways that empower them to receive and respond to God's love
 To give high priority to the quality of planning and preparation for all ministry to young people and to the
support of parents and those who minister with them
 To include young people as full participants in the worshipping community and in the Church's common life
of prayer, witness and service

MINISTRY TO YOUNG PEOPLE
"Then Jesus took the children in his arms, placed his hands on each of them and blessed them "
Mark 10:16
The church is called to:
 Love, shelter, protect and defend young people within its own community and in the world, especially those
who are abused, neglected or in danger
 Nurture and support families in caring for their children, acting in their children's best interest, and
recognising and fostering their children's spirituality and unique gifts
 Embrace young people who seek Christian nurture independently of their parents' participation in the
church
 Advocate for the integrity of childhood and the dignity of all young people at every level of our religious,
social, political, educational and economic structures

MINISTRY OF YOUNG PEOPLE
"A little child shall lead them" Isaiah 11:61
The church is called to:
 Receive young people’s unique gifts
 Value the influence of a young person’s faith within his/her own family
 Value the ministry of young people within their own family network
 Foster community beyond the family unit, in which children, youth and adults know each other by name,
minister to each other, and are partners together in serving Christ in the world
 Appreciate the abilities of young people, and their readiness to represent Christ and his Church, to witness
to him wherever they may be, and according to gifts given them, to carry on Christ's work of reconciliation in
the world, and to take their place in the life, worship, and decision-making of the church
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Appendix 12: CHILD ABUSE
DEFINITIONS OF ABUSE
Child abuse is categorised in five ways described below. Abusers come from all walks of life, so it
is difficult to try and develop a typical profile of an abuser.
Statistics commonly quoted are that 1 in 3 children experience some form of abuse or neglect in
their childhood, that 1 in 3 girls and 1 in 7 boys experience some form of sexual abuse, that 90%
of all abusers are known to their victims and their families, and that as many as 50% or familial
abusers will abuse children outside their own family as well.
Abusers may often appear to be good, caring people who are respectable and exemplary in their
public life, possibly using their status as an excuse for their private life. The danger of not
reporting abuse is that the same children and different children may continue to be abused, and
some are tricked, shamed or threatened into maintaining silence. Offenders often spend several
years trying to win the trust of their intended victims and often spend inappropriate amounts of
time with children, sometimes more time than with people their own age.
Although healing is possible for victims and abusers, it is never the child’s fault that abuse occurs
and adults must be held accountable for abusive behaviour that they enact. Children don’t lie
about abuse and much of what they report is beyond their capability to imagine, anyway. The
psychological harm is often significant and usually needs counselling to overcome.
1. Physical abuse is regarded as any physical injury resulting from the use of physical force such
as hitting, punching, beating, shaking, biting, bruising or otherwise harming a child.
It is unacceptable unless such force is used by a parent in a manner deemed reasonable with
regard to the age, method, reasoning, or the level of harm caused.
It is lawful in Australia for parents to use corporal punishment to discipline children as long as
the punishment is "reasonable" in the circumstances.
Punishment that is "unreasonable" (e.g., punishment that causes harm to a child that lasts for
more than a short period) may be classified as physical abuse and could lead to intervention
by police and/or child protection authorities.
All children need loving guidance by church leaders, but no corporal punishment, or similar, is
ever acceptable for use by anyone other than a child’s own parent or primary carer, subject to
the above.
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Abuse & General Definition

Indicators
Physical

Physical abuse is behaviour that
is commonly characterised by such
behaviours as:

Behavioural



Bite marks



Bedwetting



Punching



Bruises



Withdrawn



Shaking



Burns



Aggressive



Beating



Loss of hair



Eating disorders



Burning



Scratches



Loss of concentration



Biting







Pulling out hair



Appearance of being physically
uncomfortable with no
disclosure of pain

Bruising or other obvious injury





Crying

Or otherwise harming a child

Implement marks i.e.
marks that resemble
instruments used to
injure such as belt
buckles, straps, spoons,
spatulas etc.



Unkempt appearance



Weight loss or gain



Flinching



Dressed in clothing
designed to cover
injuries (may be
inappropriate for
weather cond.)



Mirroring abuse behaviour



Fear of specific people



When the explanation of how
an injury occurred does not fit.



Complaint of pain



Disclosure

2. Sexual abuse occurs when someone in a position of power to the child or young person uses
this power to involve the child/young person in any sexual activity.
It can also occur amongst peers.
This can include a range of behaviours, and includes: sexual suggestion,
voyeurism, pornography, exhibitionism, mutual masturbation, fondling, incest,
oral sex, genital or anal penetration.
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Abuse & General Definition

Indicators

Sexual Abuse occurs when
someone in a position of power to
the child or young person, uses their
power to involve the child or young
person in any sexual activity. Sexual
abuse can also occur between peers.
Sexual abuse can include:


Sexual Suggestion



Exhibitionism, mutual
masturbation and oral sex



Showing pornographic material
e.g. DVD’s and internet

Physical


Bruises to breasts,
buttocks, lower
abdomen, thighs, upper
arms or neck.



Bleeding or other
discharge from the
vaginal or anal area.



Complaints of soreness
in the genital area.



Pregnancy



Using children in the production
of pornographic material



Sexually Transmitted
Infections



Penile or other penetration of
the genital or anal region



Urinary tract infections



Behavioural


Rubbing against an adult (in a
sexual manner)



Fear of being alone with a
particular adult or gender



Sexual themes in artwork,
stories or play



Evidence of sexual knowledge
beyond their years.



Repressive behaviour (the
unconscious exclusion of
painful impulses, desires or
fears from the conscious
mind).



Strong fear about going home
or any place in particular



Sleep disorders



Inhibition to play (shy and
withdrawn)



Serious difficulty relating to
peers or adults



Self destructive behaviour



Suicidal tendencies



Constant complaint of
headaches or abdominal pains



Bedwetting



Difficulty in walking



Unexplained or exorbitant gifts

Child prostitution

3. Emotional and Psychological abuse tends to be a chronic behavioural pattern directed at the
child whereby their self-esteem and social competence is slowly undermined or eroded over
time.
This includes the failure to acknowledge a child’s emotional needs, either
intentionally or through ignorance. It is a failure to supply a child with the
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nurturing, security, love and care they require for normal development. This can
extend from physical rejection to simply ignoring the child.
A child/young person can also experience emotional abuse by being exposed to a
dysfunctional environment, which includes domestic violence.

Abuse & General Definition

Indicators

Physical

Emotional or psychological
abuse is a chronic behavioural
pattern directed at children
whereby the children’s self esteem
and social competence are
undermined or eroded over time.
Such behaviour may include:



Behavioural

Delayed or distorted
speech



Low self esteem



Anxiety

Delayed
developmental
milestones



Aggressive



Attention seeking



Bedwetting



Rocking



Soiling or wetting clothing
(regressive behaviours)



Inability to socialise
with their peers



Depression



Rejecting (tell a child in
varying ways he/she is
unwanted).



Sleep disorders



Nail biting

Corrupting (to allow children
to participate in immoral or
criminal acts).

Unreasonable
expectations of
perfection in personal
appearance, schoolwork
etc.



Self harm (cuts, burns,
pulling out hair (inc.
Facial hair)



Loss of concentration/
inability to focus on tasks



Isolating (limits normal
social experiences).



Disclosure



Terrorising (may single out
or threaten with
punishment or death).



Witnessing Domestic/Family
violence









Devaluing (e.g.: “you're
hopeless, useless,
stupid”).
Ignoring (eg: parent or carer is
psychologically unavailable to
the child).



4. Neglect is characterised by the failure to provide for the child/young person's basic needs
necessary for their development i.e. Clothing, shelter, nutrition, medical care, dental care,
education. This can occur through direct and deliberate action or by omission or deliberate
inaction to care for the child/young person and is one of the most frequent practices of child
abuse.
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Abuse & General Definition

Indicators

Neglect is characterised by
serious, ongoing failure to provide
for children’s basic needs. Such
behaviour may include:









Physical

Behavioural



Poor physical care i.e. bad
oral hygiene



Lack of parental/carer
supervision



Untreated sores or injuries.





Attention seeking from
adults

Unwashed

Failure to provide adequate
nutrition, clothing or personal
hygiene.





Truancy

Nappy rash





Delinquency

Under or overweight

Failure to provide needed or
appropriate healthcare and/or
medical treatment.





Poor achievement at school

Fatigue





Reluctance to go home

Inadequately dressed for
specific weather conditions



Stealing or hoarding food



Bloodied underwear





Evidence that the child is
starved of attention

Living in unsanitary
conditions



The child is consistently
sleepy or hungry and their
clothes are dirty

Inadequate supervision of
young children for long periods
of time.

Disregard for potential hazards
in the home.
Forcing children to leave home
early.



Lack of heating or living
where there is infestation of
rodents



Disclosure

It should be noted that a neglected child may also display behaviour that is indicative of parenting
behaviour i.e. protective toward parents/carers, siblings and taking on tasks not generally
delegated to children. Neglect is the most reported of all abuses and is the number one cause
of death in young children over all other forms of abuses combined.

5. Racial. Cultural, Religious abuse is characterised by vilification or discrimination that
demonstrates contempt, disrespect or ridicule based on one’s race, culture or religion. It may
include forms of bullying behaviour addressed above (see Emotional and Psychological) but
specifically targets (whether intentionally or unintentionally) differences of race (inclusive of
Aboriginality and ethnic sub-groups), Culture (inclusive of differences related to social
demographics and ethnic customs) and Religion (inclusive of expressions of spirituality
approved by the church). Failure to accommodate non-Christian religious practices does not
constitute abuse, in accordance with the requirements of the church’s constitution and
policies.
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Abuse & General Definition
Racial, Cultural, Religious

Indicators
Physical

Behavioural

abuse occurs when someone

vilification or discrimination that
demonstrates contempt,
disrespect or ridicule based on
one’s race, culture or religion. This

As for Emotional and
psychological (above)

As for Emotional and
psychological (above)

form of abuse can include:
 Giving undue or excessive
attention (positively or negatively)
based on race or ethnic differences of
any kind (inclusive of Aboriginality);
 Ridiculing customs; and
 Denigrating spontaneous
expressions of spirituality typically
approved by the church.
This form of abuse does not include:
 Factual observations regarding
uniquely based on ethnicity;
 Polite questioning of customs; or
 Respectful opposition of spiritual
practices contrary to the
requirements of the church’s
constitution or policies.
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Appendix 13: THE LAW & MANDATORY REPORTING
VICTORIA
According to the Children and Young Persons Act 1989 inclusive of its subsequent amendments,
professional groups have mandated to notify suspected cases of child physical and sexual abuse.
This has been extended to all adults in Victoria from 2015 who form a reasonable belief that
abuse of a child or young person under eighteen is occurring.
Although pastors have been exempted in Victoria if maintaining ‘confessional privilege’ according
to a formal procedure, care for people now requires us to report suspected cases of abuse and to
refrain from protecting offenders and this is now mandated by the CRC movement wo which we
belong. Leaders are obliged to refer cases to their direct overseeing leader and to a pastor but
reports of actual abuse need to be made to the leader and the senior minister (or delegate) and
another member of the Eldership Board, as described elsewhere in this policy document.

AGES OF CONSENT
The following are the ages of consensual sex for each Australian State and Territory as at June 2012. In cases where
both parties are under age and of similar age, consenting sexual conduct is not a criminal offence. Where one of two
under-age consenting parties is significantly older, it is deemed an abusive relationship.
Jurisdiction
New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Western Australia
Northern Territory
Australian Capital Territory

Age of consent
16 years
16 years
16 years and 18 years for anal sex
17 years
17 years
16 years
16 years
16 years
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Appendix 14: CODE OF CONDUCT
This Code of Conduct outlines appropriate standards of behaviour by adults towards
children who are understood to be any persons under the age of eighteen. It is a
requirement that all staff and volunteers working with children comply with this code
and sign and return a copy to their relevant coordinator who must file it as a record. This
is in addition to a volunteer agreement required for all volunteers of the church.
The Code of Conduct aims to protect children and reduce any opportunities for abuse
or harm to occur. It also helps staff and volunteers by providing them with guidance on
how to best support children and how to avoid or better manage difficult situations. All
staff and volunteers are required to comply.
All Reveal Church staff and volunteers are responsible for promoting the safety and
wellbeing of children and young people by:
o adhering to our Working with Children and Youth policy, and other policies;
o taking all reasonable steps to protect children from abuse;
o treating everyone with respect, including listening to and valuing their ideas and
opinions;
o welcoming all children and their families and carers and being inclusive;
o respecting cultural, religious and racial differences and acting in a culturally
sensitive way;
o modelling appropriate adult behaviour;
o listening to children and responding to them appropriately;
o reporting and acting on any breaches of this Code of Conduct, complaints or
concerns;
o complying with our guidelines on physical contact with children;
o working with children in an open and transparent way – other adults should always
know about the work you are doing with children; and
o respecting the privacy of children and their families, and only disclosing
information to people who have a need to know.
Reveal Church staff and volunteers must NOT:
o seek to use children in any way to meet the needs of adults;
o ignore of disregard any concerns, suspicions or disclosures of child abuse;
o use prejudice, oppressive behaviour or language with children;
o engage in rough physical games;
o discriminate on the basis of age, gender, race, culture, vulnerability or sexuality;
o initiate unnecessary physical contact with children or do things of a personal nature
that children can do for themselves, such as toileting or changing clothes;
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o develop ‘special’ relationships with specific children or show favouritism through
the provision of gifts or inappropriate attention;
o exchange personal contact details such as phone number, social networking site or
email addresses with children;
o have unauthorised contact with children and young people online or by phone.

I have read this Code of Conduct and agree to abide by it at all times.
Name:____________________________________________
Signature:_________________________________________
Date:__________________
Name of Coordinator:________________________________
Signature:__________________________________________
Date:__________________
Witness signature (must be 18+ years of age): _________________________
Date__________________
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Appendix 15: VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
Volunteer agreement between:
Reveal Church and __________________________

Period: ___________________ to _________________________
This document is not intended to be a legally binding contract between us and may be cancelled
at any time at the discretion of either party. Neither party guarantees any employment
relationship now or at any time in the future.
The following are our detailed policies regarding volunteers within our organisation. These
policies cover the definition of a volunteer, role description, induction/training, confidentiality,
copyright issues, when additional screening is necessary, when volunteers can represent Reveal
Church, ending your role as a volunteer with Reveal Church and dismissal of a volunteer.
Definition of a volunteer
A ‘volunteer’ is anyone who, without compensation or expectation of compensation beyond
reimbursement (according to the arrangements within our finance policy), performs a task at the
direction of and on behalf of Reveal Church (and therefore does not include occasional or
incidental helpers without direct responsibilities). A volunteer must be accepted and enrolled by
Reveal Church by use of this agreement prior to performance of any volunteer tasks. Unless
specifically stated, volunteers shall not be considered as employees of Reveal Church. Volunteers
in some leadership roles may need to provide extra documentation.
Role description
Reveal Church values its volunteers and we will endeavor to provide you with:
● A description of your role and the tasks you are authorised to perform as a volunteer.
● An induction, orientation and training necessary for such a role.
● A safe and healthy environment in which to perform your role.
● A supervisor, so that you have the opportunity to ask questions and receive feedback.
● Reimbursement for reasonable expenses in accordance with our finance policy.
● Insurance to cover you for the volunteer duties you are authorised to perform.
What Reveal Church asks of its volunteers
● Support of Reveal Church values and objectives.
● Participation in relevant induction and training programs including observing key and alarm
usage protocols, where relevant.
● Operation under the direction and supervision of nominated staff and compliance with
reasonable directions and instructions.
● Compliance with Reveal Church’s policies and procedures inclusive of risk assessment
procedures.
● Notification to your supervisor of hazardous situations that pose a risk to you or others.
● Reporting of accidents or incidents relating to staff, volunteers, plant or equipment.
● Behave appropriately and courteously to both the staff and the public with whom you interact
in the course of your role.
● Use any property or equipment given to you in your role only for the purposes of the role and
return it to Reveal Church when you finish your volunteer role.
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● Advise if you wish to change the nature of your contribution (e.g. hours, role) at any time.
● Be open and honest in your dealings with others at Reveal Church
● Advise us of possible improvements to our volunteer roles.
Contact person
Your contact person at Reveal Church for any enquiries will be the office manager.
Information we require
Before you can commence a volunteer role with us, we need the following information.
 Working With Children Check
 Police Check, if required.
 Two References with contact telephone number and email address (people not related to you
who know you and can adequately comment on your suitability for such a role).
 Work samples, if required.
All background information and information management will be conducted in accordance with
our privacy policy.
Induction and Training Required
Reveal Church is committed to providing suitable training in support of our health and safety
policy, a copy of which is on our website. For this reason, we require that all volunteers familiarise
themselves with this policy and other relevant policies (found on our website) before
commencing any volunteer role.
Further training relevant to your role will be provided via your supervisor, or as delegated by your
supervisor.
Volunteer Expenses
As a volunteer, Reveal Church will provide you with reimbursement for any reasonable out-ofpocket expenses that you incur when performing tasks associated with your role (which would
not normally include beverages, meals or items you intend to keep). We do this to ensure that
you are not financially disadvantaged as a result of your volunteer position with us. These
payments are not salary or wages. You will need to keep and produce receipts of all expenses. For
further information on claiming reimbursements, and when you might need prior approval, please
see our finance policy, accessible via our website.
We sometimes provide you with other benefits as part of your volunteer role (such as training,
free food, accommodation, event entry, clothing or equipment). Where this occurs, it is on a
gratuitous basis and not payment in lieu of salary.
Insurance
We are committed to providing adequate insurance cover for volunteers whilst carrying out their
volunteering roles that have been approved and authorised by us. Reveal Church has the
following insurances: Personal Accident for Voluntary Worker, Public and Products Liability,
Professional Indemnity, Management Liability, Personal Accident for Pastors and Property
Protection. To ensure this insurance covers you for any incidents that occur while you are
volunteering with us, you need to:
● ensure that a signed copy of this agreement is lodged with the office manager
● keep records of hours at Reveal Church (i.e. sign in and out),
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● report any incident or accident as soon as it has occurred,
● complete an incident report, and
● seek relevant medical attention at your earliest opportunity.
Volunteers Under 18
If you are under eighteen years of age, please let at least one of your parents know that you are
intending to volunteer with Reveal Church and ensure that they sign this agreement. We strongly
suggest that you make your parent(s) aware of the church and its values by use of our website
and that you keep your parent(s) up to date with your activities at Reveal Church. Your parents
are invited to call or email Reveal Church with any questions or comments about our program.
Reveal Church has a policy related to working with children and youth that describes how we seek
to protect and provide for young people in our care, but it also details extra responsibilities you
need to follow if your volunteer role involves working with children or youth.
Representing Reveal Church
Volunteers are asked not to contact organisations or individuals on behalf of Reveal Church unless
they are given express directions to do so by their supervisor. Prior to any action or statement
which might significantly affect or obligate Reveal Church, volunteers should seek prior
consultation and approval from appropriate staff. Protocols for communication with external
persons or organisations is otherwise described in our Privacy policy.
Confidentiality
Volunteers are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of all proprietary or privileged
information to which they are exposed while serving as a volunteer, whether this information
involves a single staff member, volunteer, client, or other person or involves overall church
business. This responsibility remains in force beyond the volunteer role, i.e. when no longer
serving as a volunteer.
Failure to maintain confidentiality may result in termination of the volunteer’s role or other
corrective action.
Intellectual Property
All volunteers at Reveal Church agree to transfer to Reveal Church all intellectual property rights
and interests (including copyright) in any ideas or materials they create relating to their provision
of voluntary services, with the exception that joint copyright will exist for such ideas or materials
that are wholly or substantially produced by the volunteer. Also, volunteers are taken to consent
to the use by Reveal Church of such creations in a manner reasonably contemplated by the
voluntary services provided under this document. As a volunteer, you also agree not to bring any
claim for infringement of your moral rights in respect of that use.
Ending Your Volunteer Role
You can cease volunteering with Reveal Church upon the completion of any volunteer assignment
or when you are not currently engaged in an assignment. It is therefore considered appropriate
that any volunteer has a moral obligation to complete any specific volunteer duty to which they
have agreed or that they negotiate with their supervisor a suitable alternative arrangement.
Dismissal of a Volunteer
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Volunteers who do not adhere to the policies and procedures of Reveal Church or who fail to
satisfactorily perform their volunteer assignment are subject to dismissal from their role and may
therefore be restricted from access to the premises.
No volunteer will be terminated until that volunteer has had an opportunity to discuss the
reasons for possible dismissal with their supervisor. Possible grounds for dismissal may include,
but are not limited to, the following: gross misconduct or insubordination, theft of property or
misuse of Reveal Church materials, abuse or mistreatment of clients, staff or other volunteers,
failure to abide by Reveal Church policies and procedures, and failure to satisfactorily perform
assigned duties.
Any grievance concerning this process should be pursued in accordance with the church’s
Relationships and Reconciliation policy.

Declaration
Please sign to acknowledge that you have read this volunteer agreement, had an opportunity to
ask questions and agree with the policies and relevant procedures of the church.
Volunteer full name: _______________________________________________________
Volunteer signature: _______________________________________________________
Date: __________________
Parent’s name (if volunteer under 18): _________________________________________
Parent’s signature (if volunteer under 18): ______________________________________
Date: _________________

This document should be returned to the office manager and a copy given to the safety
management officer along with referee information, working with children’s check and other
relevant information, as required.
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Appendix 15: INFORMATION ABOUT OFFENDERS
Some Information about Offenders
There is no such thing as a “sex offender profile.” That’s because sex offenders are a diverse group of
people whose only consistent commonality is their sexual abusive behaviour. Offenders frequently
present as respectable, good and caring people. They may be exemplary in their public life, which they
may use as an excuse for their private life. Never the less, many offenders are disturbed people and some
have serious psychological issues. A significant number were themselves victims of abuse in their earlier
years, though this is not an indicator that they will become abusers.
Child sex offenders groom children, their parents or carers, and/or organisational representatives to build
trusting relationships through which they can use children for their own sexual gratification.

What is ‘Grooming’?
Grooming is the act of preparing a child with the intent of sexually abusing them, but the process also
involves the act of manipulating people and situations to gain and maintain access to the victim/s.
Grooming is an insidious process that can be difficult to recognise or distinguish from seemingly harmless
actions. It has two main elements:
•

Building a trusting relationship with the child and his/her carers, and

•

Isolating the child in order to abuse them

It would be wrong to assume that all grooming behaviour and abuse that occurs is conducted by
‘professional perpetrators’ – those considered hardened paedophiles, the ones that employ far more
sophisticated techniques to manipulate the environment in which they operate, colleagues and family
members, and their victims. In many instances, the abuse of children may be perpetrated
by opportunistic orsituationaloffenders, rather than the committed paedophile.

How Does ‘Grooming’ Occur?
There is no one set of actions or behaviours that are used to groom a child. It is important to
remember that grooming occurs both before the offence in order to access the child, and after the offence
to maintain that access for future abuse and ensure the child’s silence. Grooming also seeks the parent or
carer’s continued trust.
Offenders who sexually abuse children engage in a cyclical pattern of behaviour. While there are variations
amongst sex offenders in how they operate, the concept of the sexual offending cycle can be used as a fairly
typical pattern for the largest category of offenders, adult male sex offenders. An understanding of the
offender cycle can provide a context for grooming, and the actions and motivations of the groomer.

The Offender Cycle
1. Thoughts & feelings, negative/positive: Adults who sexually abuse children describe the first stage as
having experienced certain feelings – depression, sadness, anger, anxiety, excitement, loneliness, and
despair. They can emerge immediately prior to offending, or build up over a long period of time.
2. Pro-offending thinking: At this stage the offender convinces themselves that their behaviour is not
harmful, and will make them feel better.
3. Fantasy & rehearsal: The third stage is often used to escape from problems and to relieve feelings of
anxiety about their desire to abuse children. Often, the desire to repeat the feelings reinforces the fantasy
and leads offenders to act out their desires in reality.
4. Targeting: The selection process used to isolate and choose victims, usually vulnerable or
neglected children. The targeting includes the parents or caregivers of the children.
5. Grooming: The manipulation or coercion of children, parents/caregivers, and/or staff in order to gain
access and isolate the child.
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6. The offence: The actual sexual assault occurs, and the offender relies on this act to reinforce and replay
earlier fantasies, used to escape negative feelings.
7. Guilt & fear: Often feelings of guilt or fear emerge after the offence has been perpetrated. The offender
may convince themselves that it didn’t happen, wasn’t too bad, they were provoked, or the child enjoyed it.
8. Maintain secrecy: The cover up stage, a lot of work (in effect, continuing the grooming stage) goes into
keeping the victim silent. Bribery, threats, coercion, manipulation and special treatment might be used.
9. Pretend things are normal: Acting or portraying themselves as normal, offenders are able to maintain
the respect of the community or the parents/caregivers, to ensure continued access to children. At the end
of this cycle, offenders feelings of guilt, fear, anger, excitement reoccur or can
no longer be ignored, so the process begins again.
The child sex offender is following a pattern of behaviour that remains constant across a range of
situations – the methods only change as the circumstance or environment alters. Online grooming is
one type of environment where grooming occurs; offline, or face-to-face grooming, is another environment,
but the child sex offender uses the same techniques and patterns of behaviour to groom a child.
Grooming is an insidious process, one that builds a trusting relationship with the child and his/her carers,
and one that isolates the child in order to abuse them. Importantly, be aware that grooming occurs both
before the sex offence, to access the child, and after the offence, in order to maintain access, ensure the
child’s silence, and keep the trust of carers and adults.

Behavioural ‘Red Flags’
Each local church must be diligent in observing peoples actions and reactions and be alert to behaviour(s) /
‘red flags’ that could suggest someone may be an abuser or grooming a child in order to abuse them. A red
flag on its own does not suggest a person is an abuser however below are some behavioural ‘red flags’
to watch for:
In the Church
In the Home

Red flags to watch for IN THE CHURCH
Majority of abusers’ relationships are with children to whom they are over friendly May
be adamant about joining the children’s ministry team and be seen wandering around
the children’s church areas, etc.
May remove themselves midway through a church service to have time with children
who may be in the toilets
May give inappropriate or extravagant gifts to one child in particular
Insists on hugging, touching, kissing, tickling, wrestling or holding a child, even when a
child doesn’t want this affection
Over emphasises morality, and can be legalistic and inflexible – an indicator of their
own situation
Strong denial of any offence, despite convincing evidence
Convincing in protests of innocence - defence mechanism. (Denial may also be the
plea of the innocent, so care must be taken)
Avoids screening process, i.e. applies to join children’s team, but doesn’t hand their
form back due to fear of detection
Attempts to engineer opportunities to be alone with a child, i.e. babysitting (targets
single parents), child minders at conferences
Taking child shopping or on an outing, picking up from school
Does not fit a particular makeup. Can be an extrovert, introvert, married, single, old,
young, rich, poor, and any nationality. Offenders are just as likely to be advocates of
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abuse awareness. They don’t classify themselves as abusers and may separate
themselves from the social definition.
Spends inappropriate amounts of time with children.
Relates more to children - perhaps not as capable with people their own age.

Red flags to watch for IN THE HOME
Voices opinion on sex education I.e. children not taught properly
Someone who has few or no boundaries and does not respect the limits of their role in their
relationship with children
Shows improper behaviour towards developing child
Showers with children at an inappropriate age Expects an
open door policy in the bathroom
Attempts to shut down communication with other parent
Children don’t want to be home with the specific person alone
Is jealous of siblings’ friends & may be treated like a partner in conversations and decisions
Someone who buys expensive gifts or gives children money for no reason
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Appendix 17: GUIDELINES FOR IDENTIFYING ABUSE
The following guidelines are to be made available to Team Members who work with or have access to
children or young people in a ministry or program at your church. They are intended to help Team
Members identify children or young people that may be dealing with bullying, declining mental health
or are at risk of suicide and help Team Members know how to offer support and referral to professional
help as required.

Bullying
When children gather together, it is possible that some will bully others. Bullying is a pattern of behaviour
that, if allowed to go uncorrected, can have serious consequences for the victim as well as the bully.
Bullying is more than physical violence by the large and strong against the small and weak:
It can include acts of exclusion and isolation, humiliation, name-calling and teasing
It can involve the extortion of money and the theft of possessions
Bullying is a conscious and wilful act of aggression and/or manipulation by the bully against
others
Bullying can last for a short period or go on for years and is an abuse of power by those who
carry it out
Bullying may be physical or non-physical:
o
o

Examples of physical bullying include biting, hair-pulling, hitting, kicking, locking in a
room, spitting and damaging a person’s property.
Examples of non-physical bullying include abusive phone calls or text messages,
extorting money or possessions, intimidation or threats of violence, racist remarks or
teasing, sexually suggestive or abusive language, making cruel remarks, and spreading
false and malicious rumours.

In recent years, social media and easy access to video media through smart mobile phones has created
a form of bullying called cyber-bullying:


Cyber-bullying is especially prevalent among teens, and has been linked to many suicides.
Bullying usually occurs away from responsible adults. Those who are most likely to know what is
going on are other children or young people



Children and young people tend not to report being bullied.

Some Indicators that a Child / Young Person Is Being Bullied May Include:





Bruises, scratches or cuts that the child / young person is not able to explain
Torn or missing clothing and other belongings
Anxiety about going to the place where bullying occurs
Signs of anxiety such as nightmares or headaches





Unexplained anger at family and close friends
Depression, sadness, threats or attempts at suicide
Extra money wanted without a good reason






Last person to be chosen by peers
Reluctance to speak in front of others or eliciting snide remarks when they do
Tendency to be drawn into conflict, but then floundering
Appearance of unhappiness, distress, withdrawal
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Propensity for being at the centre of fights and being blamed for starting them, even though they
may be physically small

Strategies for Dealing with Bullying
[










Listen to the victim’s point of view
Stay calm
Focus on the behaviour
Establish group behaviour guidelines, including consequences that will encourage a change in
behaviour
Help the bully (and any of their supporters) to understand what it feels like to be bullied, to feel
remorse and to agree that it is wrong to bully
Help the bully and the bullied find other ways to manage situations
State clearly that it is NOT OK to bully
Address the issue of cyber-bullying proactively and firmly.

Declining Mental Health & Wellbeing of Children / Young People
The information below is not intended to be used to qualify Team Members / Team Leaders / Ministry
Leaders or CRC Ordained Ministers as Mental Health ‘experts’, but to provide some guidelines for
working with young people who exhibit signs of declining mental health, depression, self-harm or
thoughts of suicide.
It’s important to note there is no single cause of mental health problems, but some things that may
contribute include loss and grief, discrimination, alienation from school, violence, abuse and family
difficulties. Children / young people (and even their families) may feel a sense of shame or social stigma
when they are experiencing mental health problems.

Indicators of a Decline in Mental Health
The following are some indicators of a potential decline in the mental health in children and young
people. While not exhaustive, if they last more than a few weeks, it is advisable to refer the young
person and their family to seek professional medical, psychological and counselling advice and help.
Indicators of a potential decline in mental health;















Inability to get along with other children
Marked fall in school work
Marked weight gain or loss
Changes in usual sleeping or eating patterns
Fearfulness
Lack of energy or motivation
Irritability
Restlessness, fidgeting and trouble concentrating
Excessive disobedience or aggression
Crying a lot
Spending less time with or avoiding their friends
Feeling hopeless or worthless
Reluctance to go to school or take part in normal activities
Use of alcohol and other drugs

Along with supporting a child / young person and their families in seeking professional advice / help,
Team Members can also offer much needed relational and practical support by;
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• Assessing the risk of harm to the child / young person or to others: young people who are struggling
with a diagnosed or undiagnosed mental health illness can be unaware of how their behaviours
affect themselves and others. It is important for Team Members to outwork their Duty of Care to
all participants.
• Listening without judging: some young people have a Mental Health Plan in place and have their
illness / condition well managed; they may chat about their experience openly. Others find it
incredibly difficult to talk about what they are going through. Providing a safe place to talk and share
their feelings without feeling stigmatised is vitally important.
• Giving reassurance and providing information: some young people discuss their inner world when trying
to pluck up the courage to take positive steps. A Team Member’s affirmation can provide
support.
• Encouraging Parents/Carers to seek professional help for their child: this needs to be done very
sensitively as many caregivers will be happy to discuss a Team Member’s concerns about their
child’s mental health, but some may be reactive or dismissive.
• It is important for Team Members NOT to assume the role of counsellor unless they are qualified
to act in this capacity.

Children / Young People At Risk of Suicide
Why do suicides happen?
There is no single explanation why people attempt or complete suicide. Everybody experiences feelings
of anger, sadness, humiliation, or helplessness from time to time. We all face challenges and major
setbacks at some point in our lives. Each person's emotional make up is unique, and we respond to
situations differently. In a nutshell, young people may want relief from the intense emotional pain they
are experiencing. When all attempts to communicate their distress are left unheeded and not
responded to, a child / young person may give up and may attempt or complete suicide.
For example, a person may want an escape from their perceived failure while at the same time be
extremely worried about disappointing family or friends. They may be feeling useless, unloved, or
thinking they are just a burden to others; they may be feeling angry or guilty about something they
have done. It is important to remember that not all young people who attempt suicide really want to
die. They may be desperately trying to get out of a complex situation, or trying to change it in some
way.

What are the signs to look out for?
Eighty percent of people who commit suicide give warning signs. It is therefore important that Team
Members are able to recognise the signs of emotional distress of a child / young person so that timely
intervention can be provided.
These signs may include;









Sudden changes in behaviour and attitude
Beginning or increasing drug and / or alcohol use
Self-inflicted wounds (cigarette burns, cuts, etc.)
Hint of suicidal intent such as ‘I'd like to go to sleep and never wake up’ or ‘I don't want to
live anymore’ or ‘I hate my life’
Giving away possessions
Making unusual or disturbing statements in Social Media
Making, buying stuff or producing images / artwork with a recurring theme of death
The presence of risk factors
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What are risk factors?
People often think a particular incident 'causes' suicide, but the reality is, suicide can happen for a
combination of reasons. Often these issues have been going on in a young person's life for some
time.
Kids Helpline has found that callers may be at risk of suicide if they are experiencing one or more of
the following factors;


Mental health issues (including untreated or undiagnosed depression)






High level of drug and / or alcohol use
Low self-esteem
Feelings of isolation and disconnectedness
Violence and / or abuse (either current or in the past)



Unresolved trauma




Easy access to firearms, drugs, and other potential means for self-harming
Events which include any serious loss, distress or embarrassment such as:
o Loss through death, divorce or moving house
o Relationship conflict or breakdown
o Perceived failure in education or work (including chronic unemployment)
o Bullying
o Being in trouble with Judicial Authorities (or incarceration)
o Serious illness or sudden disability
o Unplanned pregnancy
o Deliberate self-harm or suicide attempts
o Family history of suicide or family members exhibiting suicidal behaviours
o Feeling stigmatised by others due to the presence of mental health issues

The effects of suicide can be far reaching. Family members, friends, school mates, work colleagues and
people who identify with the person who has taken their own life may experience significant personal,
social and financial impacts. People who are bereaved by suicide may experience a decline in their own
physical health, develop mental health issues and may also become at risk of suicide themselves.
Anyone experiencing the suicide of a loved one may need to seek help and support.

Protective factors
Even though the presence of risk factors may increase the vulnerability of a young person in relation
to suicide, the extent of their impact depends in part on the presence of protective factors.
Protective factors can safeguard a young person against suicide despite the presence of distressing
events or situations in their lives, and include:
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Caring and supportive family, carers and friends
A sense of connection and responsibility to family, friends and other people
Access to support networks
Positive self-esteem
Effective help-seeking and communication skills
Early identification and appropriate treatment of physical and/or mental health issues
Addressing substance use issues
Knowledge and willingness to implement personal safety strategies
Safe home environment (reduced access to potential means of self-harm)
Positive school and / or workplace experience (if the young person is a student and / or
employed)
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What can Team Members do?
Young people who contemplate suicide often feel disconnected from everyone around them. A Team
Member’s support can help reduce their sense of isolation and desperation. If a Team Member believes
a child / young person is having unsafe thoughts or is showing signs of emotional distress it is important
for them to reach out and start a conversation about what is going on for that child/young person.
There is no easy way to start this conversation, but it is really important that we
do so.

Some Tips on How to Start a Conversation About Suicide With a Child / Young Person You
are Concerned About:
Team Members Can Begin With:
'You look a bit down today, I'm wondering how you are doing?'
'I may not understand exactly how you feel, but I care and I'm willing to help.'
'If there's something that's been bothering you, feel free to talk to me.'
Team Members Can Also Ask:
'I've been worried about you lately, is everything okay?'
'Did something happen that upset you?'
'Is there anything that I can do to help?'

Other Useful Strategies for Helping a Child /Young Person Stay Safe:
Support Parents/Carers and or child/young person with getting medical assistance as soon
as possible: if circumstances allow, it is advisable that Parents / Carers accompany their
child to the doctor. This can provide an opportunity for them to ask questions and clarify
things.
Be aware of your own feelings and reactions: it is crucial to remain calm and supportive,
and not ignore the issue. Taking a child / young person’s words seriously may help them
feel supported and reduce their feelings of isolation or rejection.
Encourage Parents / Carers to maintain a safe home environment and remove access to
any means of suicide: such as drugs and alcohol, firearms and other potential devices for
self-harming.
Encourage a child / young person to seek help whenever they feel unsafe: emphasise the
importance of communicating and sharing with Parents / Carers, yourself or any other
trusted friends and significant grownups in their lives.
Encourage Parents / Carers and young person to ask their Doctor for a mental health care
plan: try to involve the school (and / or the workplace when applicable) so they know what
to do in an emergency situation and to help prevent relapse. It is crucial that all possible
support is enlisted to help a young person stay safe. Continue being observant: look out
for signs that might indicate distress or further thoughts of suicide. If a child / young person
is recovering from depression, follow up to see how they are going and check if additional
help is needed. If the young person appears to have an immediate intention to suicide,
contact Emergency Services as soon as possible.
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A young person contemplating suicide often has conflicting feelings about whether or not
they really want to die. This means that there is always an opportunity that they may change
their minds if they receive timely and appropriate support.
Team Members may need to seek support themselves to help them through this time. Team
Leaders / Ministry Leaders and Senior Pastors should make themselves available to Team
Members who are supporting children or young people at risk of suicide by offering
support, resources, opportunities to debrief or referring them for counselling as
appropriate.

Appendix 18: ANNUAL REVIEW CHECKLIST

Mandatory child safe
standard
Strategies to embed an
organisational culture
of child safety, through
effective leadership
arrangements

Child safety criteria
Do you have appropriate governance arrangements in place?
Is the commitment to child safety modelled by your leadership?
Do you welcome all children and acknowledge that some children
are particularly vulnerable?
Do you recognise, respect and promote the belief that cultural
identity is fundamental to a child’s safety and wellbeing, and
provide training for staff on this?
Do you encourage children with special needs and from different
backgrounds to participate, and do they participate?
Do you raise awareness about child abuse?
Is it clear that discrimination is not tolerated in your organisation?

Child Safe Policy or
Statement of
Commitment to Child
Safety

Is there a clear and public commitment to child safety in the form
of a Child Safe Policy or Statement of Commitment to Child Safety
that all staff members know about and are required to uphold?
Does the Child Safe Policy specifically address the risks that have
been identified in your risk assessment?
Do you undertake regular Child Safety Reviews to inform
your policy?
Are children consulted about how safe they feel and what ideas
they might have to promote safety in your organisation?
Does your Child Safe Policy promote the cultural safety of
Aboriginal children and children from culturally and/or linguistically
diverse backgrounds and the safety of children with a disability?
Do your organisation's policies include requirements relating to
Failure to Disclose and Failure to Protect legislative requirements?

Do you meet the
criteria? Yes/No

How does your
organisation
perform against
the criteria?

What needs to
be done to
better meet the
standards?

Who, when &
review date

A Code of Conduct
that establishes clear
expectations for
appropriate behaviour
with children

Is there a Code of Conduct that explains acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour of staff, volunteers and children?
Is the Code of Conduct well known by your organisation's staff,
volunteers, children and families and are they required to comply
with it?
Do your policies clearly explain how concerns regarding the
Code of Conduct can be raised and how breaches of the Code of
Conduct will be responded to?
Have you considered if additional Codes of Conduct are required
(such as applying to parents or children)?

Screening, supervision,
training and other human
resource practices
that reduce the risk of
child abuse by new and
existing personnel

Do you have clear duty and position statements
(job descriptions)?
Have you determined which employee or volunteer positions
require a Working with Children Check and ensured those
checks have been undertaken?
Do you have documented recruitment procedures including
interview processes, referee checks, Working with Children
Checks and other screening requirements?
Do you have a staff development strategy to maintain and develop
skills and capabilities, including understanding the risk of harm to
children, the different types of harm, how to identify child abuse
and relevant legislative requirements?
Do you have a robust staff and volunteer performance
management strategies in place?

Mandatory child safe
standard
Processes for responding
to and reporting
suspected child abuse

Child safety criteria
Do you have a process for reporting and acting on disclosures
or concerns about child safety?
Are your staff and volunteers aware of their responsibility to report
concerns of harm?
Do you have policies and procedures concerning record keeping
requirements and confidentiality and privacy?
Do you have a complaints process that is accessible for children
and families?
Do you have child friendly processes in place to ensure children
know who to talk to if they feel unsafe or have a concern?

Strategies to identify and
reduce or remove risks of
child abuse

Do you undertake risk assessments and have an organisational
Risk Management Plan?
Is undertaking, monitoring and reviewing the risk management
plan the designated responsibility of a specific staff member?
In undertaking your risk assessment, do you specifically consider
the cultural safety of Aboriginal children and children from
culturally and/or linguistically diverse backgrounds and the safety
of children with a disability?

Strategies to promote the
participation and
empowerment of children

Do you consult with children about decisions that affect them?
Do you create opportunities for participation that incorporates
planning, preparation, action and feedback?
Do you inform children of their rights and tell them how to raise
any concern

Do you meet the
criteria? Yes/No

How does your
organisation
perform against
the criteria?

What needs to
be done to
better meet the
standards?

Who, when &
review date

